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SILENT;
GO TO JAIL

PADU.
CAll. KY.. TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 16 1907.
mifnArtuen. txthEt:.teir.

BIG CONVENTION
ON IMMIGRATION

NO DOUBT IT WAS EMBARRASSING TO BE RECOGNIZED IN OPEN COURT AS
,
OWNER OF THAT LITTLE OCTOPUP.
4110

tsi
Will be Held in Paducah Three

in in Frisco De-

10 CENTS PER WEEK

11111111,185e

.

DICK FOWLER IS
TO BE FLAGSHIP
Will

Take

Cairo

Reception

Days in October

Committee Up River

r, Vice President of
Company, Up for
utentpt.

Good Roads and Dark Tobacco Will
Receive Equal Attention at the
Meeting.

Will Be Lashed to President's Boat
and Acconipauy it Down
Mississippi.

ETARY TESTIFIES.

PLANS WILL BE LAID AT ONCE.

HONOR FOR PADUCAH STEAMER

Lswer questions

CLOUDY

, Jul/ 16.—Emile J.
a dice president of
Partly cloudy and occasional showm Telephone comet to the stand today ers tonight and Wednesday. Highest
.rict. Attorney Heney temperature yesterday, 80; lowest to.
uis Glass, also a vice day, 77.
company, refused to
testify and was senIN KOREA.
ys' imprisonment for
Seoul, Korea, July 16.— Un.t.
der Japanese protection since
testimony the proseY1 Chang, 0g, preteuder to the
to establish the vital
throne of Korea, who has been
s approved the disin exile for years, in Japan, ar59,0.04) bribery, that
rived at Pusan and received per.
been paid to super'mission to return here. Prince
T. V. Halsey, $5,00.0
Pak Yang Hi, also regarded as a
Boston has testified
pretender, recently returned and
Koreans fear their emperor will
trued from the clerk,
be dethroned.
administer the oath
;e Lawler:
ASSASSINATION.
disrespect to the
St. Petersburg, July 16.—Gen.
ided not to be sworn.
Alikanoff, governor-general of
t the grand jury has
Tiftlis, was assassinated by the
t some gentlemen
explosion of a bomb at Alexannt evidence,
and
dropol today.
ect myself I have deA bomb was thrown at the cars the stand."
riage in which Alikanoff was
a reigned for a part
riding. His wife and General
hen Assistant AttorGlieboff, who were in the carg to his feet. "This
riage, and the coachman were
I in a loud voice,
also killed. Ailkanoff was known
en he was before the
to the revolutionists as "Wild
he did not consider
Beast."
such as would tend
to prosecution for a
DENY REPORTS.
of the fact we conLondon, July 16.—The Comat this time as highmercial Telegraph company dewe ask that he be
nies the report published this
;e the oath."
morning that Count Leo Tolgtoy
will be sworn, then
is dying.
tine his attitude,"
der.
MORE DY/EN.
Welch administered
Boston,
JudY
16.—More
;tier and he took the
names will he added_be_the-list
refused, however, to
of dead from yesterti4sy's powder
e declared that in so
blast in the aft-upper turret of
no disrespect to the
the battleship
Georgia. Midawler said:
shipman James Cruise, and Seaman EiTivard 7,-Irtir1i are dying.
!curt and are subject
It is a question of whether
tishment. Read the
Cruise can survive until the arthe court, Mr. Refather, Major
rival of his
Cruise, of Omaha. Several othave you been emers will have a hard fight for life.
the
corporation?'
Surgeons fear not all will win.
Id.
Six, who succumbed last night,
to answer," said
died printarily from the shock.
The injured having been taken
requested the reportoff the Georgia returned to tarquestion,
preceding
get practice off Nantucket bay,
replied.
nmer had
almost as soon
as the last
respect to the court,
stretcher was carried down the
testily." he said he
gang plank. The battleship was
n to protect himself.
practically uninjured.
n that your answer
10W asked you would
DIDN'T FUSE.
irosecution on a felGreet,France, July 16.—A list
ketl the court
tight was the result of the atnot."

n that It would demeter ?"

not."
structs you," said
hat the question now
ha a legal and pertite which you are reand your refusal to

I on page 4.)
NITMENT
BOYD SHEMWELL.

he monument of the
well will take place
onia cemetery under
the Jefsey camp of
the World, of which
as a member. Judge
County Attorney Albe the speakers of
W. 0. W. band may
sic. Dinner will be
r by the Woman's

N HEAD
A HAMMER

tempt of sailors of the visiting
American warships, Tennessee
and Washington, and the French
soldiers to fraternize. The melee finally was broken up by the
police, who chased the sailors to
their wharf. The party enjoyed
dinner together and the fight
followed in a cafe.
BOTH DEAD. e
New York. July 16.—Her arm
twined around her 10-year-old
daughter; Marian, Mrs. Henrietta Reuter WS.. found by her husband today in a tightly glint
room, with the gas poring from
an open jet. Both mother and
daughter had been dead toweled
hours. Renter WTie absent on
business and found the bodies
when he returned.
BUILDINGS STRIKE.
Washington, July 16.—As a
step in the tight being carried on
in Weshington against the open
shop. bricklayers and stone madeclared a
sons' unions have
strike on every building, on
which non-union bricklayers and
stone 1111010118 are employed.
GREATER AMERICA.
'Washington, July 16.— A big
inthistrinl and educational exposition is being planned to be
held in Buenos Ayers in 1910 in
celebration of the reetenntal of
Independence.
that country's
Secretary Root will endeavor to
arouse interest among the commercial people of this country In
furtherance of his idea to bring
the people of South and North
America Into closer relations.

forehead by a glanct sledge hammer, Ed
smith, In the Illinois
'ell in
heap this
as taken to the railBarnett and J. D
orking on a frame
8:34)eo'clock when a
from Hudson's hamHe was
Plarnett.
INSTANTLY KILLED.
icious, but just beWilliamstown, Ky., July 16iaggestrr fireet 114_
railroad
--11)11aileessalkliatt
at
An examination
track near here today James
sated that be was not
Earl and his danichter, aged da
d abd he will be out
years. stepped in front of a fast
Instantly
davit. Beitnett. lives
were
freight and
tee street:"'
kllkd

Paducah will be the scene of another big Immigration convention
early lu October, when the good roads
movement and the dark tobacco interests will also be taken up, and it
is predicted that the gathering Will
be one of the largest ever held in
this end of the state.
The Paducah Commercial club is
taking the initiative and at a meeting at the Commercial club, Sixth
street and Broadway, representatives
of the immigration association, and
a committee appointed to consider
the good roads movement and the
question of bringing a dark tobacco
convention to Paducah, decided to
consider the matter until next Saturanother
day at 14) o'clock, when
meeting will be held and a date for
the convention set.
As soon as that is definitely decided, the committee will get to work,
arousing interest in the project and
securing speakers, and there will be
no cessation until the convention day
arrives. The success attending the
work has
first year's immigration
greatly encouraged the immigration
promoters.
This convention will last three
day's. The good roads idea was suggested by urgent calls from the farmers to take up the subject.
There is a movement on toot to
transfer the center of interest in the
dark tobacco district from Guthrie to
Paducah.

Cairo has selected
the steamer
Dick Fowler as the flagship of the
fleet that will go a short distance up
the Mississippi river to meet President Roosevelt and party on their
downward trip on that river October
1. As the fastest, handsomest, sturdiest steamboat on the river of its
size, the Dick Fowler naturally was
turned to by the citizens of Cairo
when they began laying their plans
for the reception of the president.
On the morning of the day of October 2, tbe Dick Fowler von take
on board the committee of representative citizens of Cairo, who will
meet the president, and steam* five
miles up the Mississippi river to
meet the government boat on which
President Roosevelt will intake his
trip, The Dick
Fow:er
will lash
alongside of the official boat and escort it to Cairo.
Arriving at Cairo, elaborate plans
have been made for President Roosevelt's two hours' stay. His speech will
be the feature of his visit. Inducements will be held out to the presi—Bradley in Chicago News.
dent to make Paducah a visit on the
Dick Fowler, prominent ettisease -Of -Paducah having arranged to bii ou
hand to give the invitation.
In St. Louis, the president will be
greeted with a monster fleet of
steamboats and towboats that will
gather there to show him the magnitude of the river business. Several
Ohio river boats may take part in
this demonstration, though it is probable that all the efforts of the terriSixteen Buildings on
Main
tory will be centered on making a
Street Destroyed, Entailing showing at Cairo. Paducan packets
will run excursions to Cairo, as will
Loss of $100,000, at Least-- the Dick Fowler.

"Republican City Council Gave Us DYCUSBURG IS
a Good Lighting Plant," is Report
BURNED DOWN

"There's no use talking, that Re- manic bodies whose action In selectpublican council gave us a good city l ing the present plant brought out
opposition from certain quarters.
lighting plant."---J. 0. Keebler, SuSuperintendent Keebler said his figperintendent of the city lighting de- ures would show that t more lights
pattment.
are being operated now at less cost
Superintendent Keebler made this that under the old system with fewMen, Women and Children BLIND MAN ST(118 EMEND
statement yestertity in commenting er. lights.-Reports for the work of the last
on his semi-annual report to be reTRYING TO PUT HIM TO BED.
Fight Flames
ceived in the board of public works' six months will be handed into the
meeting thin afternoon. He referred board of public works meeting this
Blindness did not interfere with
Chicago, July 16.—.To every one to President Earl Paloes‘esd asso- afternoon, from all the departments
Jacob Cottner's use of a knife while
of the -13.5 local unions of telegraph- ciates in the aldermanic Ad council- under the control of that laxly.
CLEAN UP TWO WHOLE BLOCKS. intoxicated, it is charged, and he was
ers in the United States, General Secpresented in the police court today
retary Russell has sent the following:
on the charge of stabbing Jacob Elder
"At once appoint picket and finance
at a boarding house at Third and
Kuttawa, Ky., July 16.—(Speclal) Elizabeth streets. Elder was trying
committees and be ready to obey or—Dycusburg, Crittenden county, 12 to put Cottner to bed, but the latter
ders on short notice. Have your
miles from here, a town of 200 popu- resisted. Cottner is a familiar figure
money for emergency."
lation, on the Cumberland river, was on Broadway. His case is set for
destroyed by fire last night. Every Thursday,
BANDITS KILLED.
building in town of any importance
Matamora, Mex., July 16.—In
was destroyed. The fire caught from
a pitched battle between "orates
an outhouse in the rear of Griffin
latter
bandits,
22
of
the
and
All Favor Abolishing Office of New Machinery Ordered to Re- Wells' store. The loss is variously eswere killed near Ciudad, Victotimated, but will reach $100,000. No
place 01(1 and Add to Capacria. a few miles from the Texas
of Commonwealth's Attorney
one was hurt.
border. The bandits were makAltogether 16 business houses
ity of Plant, Will Arrive in
as an Unnecessary Expense
ing for Texas, after robbing and
were burned, including
Griffin &
Hungamurdering a party of
The Fall
Wells, general store;
W. L. Benand Increase Salary
rians and Mexicans. Five of the
nett's general store; five
grocery
mettles were killed. This exterCutting the dividend half In two,
stores a drug store, hardware store,
minates the desperate nand of
two hotels, the post office, the bank, Referee E. W. Bagby found it advisrobbers.
ALRE,N BARKLEY ON PROGRAM. CONC,`ERN RUNNING FULL NOW. the livery stable
the Home tele- able to declare only a 10 per cent
phone exchange. The lire started in dividend in the E, Rehkopf bankthe rear of Griffin & Wells' store and ruptcy ease this morning. Trustee
cleaned up two blocks on the, main A. E. Boyd will distribute the checks
Machinery to the value of $10,000
County Attorney Alben Barkley reto the various creditors without destreet of the town.
Bowling has been shipped from the fNetorles
tnrned last night from
Men, women and children got out lay, Trustee Boyd yesterday made a
Green, where he attended the state in the east, to the Cohankus Manu- with buckets and fought the flames. deed to the American-German Nacounty attorneys' association and de- facturing company of this city and They finally checked them by pour- tional bank for the Rehkopf tannery
livered' an address on the advisabil- will arrive in August. This large ing water on the buildings rn the property' on the south side. Time
ity of abolishing the office of common purchase of machinery is partly for way of the fire.
bank paid the last bond of $3,500 on
wealth's attorney. Judge William replacing machines worn out In servThe fire started between 1 and 2 the property yesterday. The sale
Norfolk, July 16.—Faulkner Goldbefore
the
associathe
Reed also spoke
ice, but largely is an addition to
o'clock this morning. Stores In its price) was $10,500.
walthe, midshipman, of Hopkinsville,
plant, to increase the output. It was path were: Dr. Phillos' drug store,
tion,
Ky., killed by the explosion on the
After weighing the reasons for made specially for the Cohankus and' the Glass Hardware company,
Stabbed His Parausetsur.
battleship Georgia, was engaged to
and
against, Attorney Barkley drew company, to turn out the brands of which was under the same roof; 0.
Police happened along just about
of
woman
marry a prominent young
the conclusion that the office of com- rope and twine made exclusively in Boaz, dealer in groceries and confec- the time, it tet claimed, Dick Wilson,
Annapolis. She is reported to be
monwealth's attorney could be aboi- this factory. Certain kinds of twine tioneries; W. Decker, grocery, two- colored, stabbed Lillian Gray, at their
prostrated from grief,
ished to advantage to the state. In and rope made in the Cohankus fac- story building; Dycus bank, capital- home in Gardner's alley below Trimthe general discussion In the associa- tory, are made nowhere else in the ized at $15,000, and recently install- ble street. It Is said Wilson has been
Cherryvalley, Kan., July 16.—
tion that followed, the unanimous United States.
ed in its new brick building; W. L. guilty of the Same offense on previTwo robbers held up a freight
opinion was that the office could be 'Mr. F. P. Toot, general rdanager Bennett. groceries; J. C. Bennett, dry ous occasions. The charge of malitrain near here early this mornadvantageously abolished.
of the Cohankus company, said this goods; Yates hotel, two-story build- cious cutting with Intent to kill was
ing, an dshot and killed 0. J.
It was found that in some counties morning that the machinery would ing; Gregory livery stable; Ed Low- made against him and his ease set
Brown and wounded Otis Taylor.
the commonwealth's attorney fe, a be installed and in operation by early ery's store and residence; two-story for tomorrow morning in the police
The men were harvest hands rereal need, but in most counties he is fall. The factory is running now to hotel, and the postoflice, which was court. The Gray woman will be tried
turning home and fought against
aburden on the state treasury, the Its capacity and a largely increased In the hotel. The only retnaininit at the ,same time for disorient' r•onbeing robbed of their Savings.
county attorney usually doing all the business made this extraordinary buildings are R. G. Terrell's general duct.
work. The association thought that purchase of machinery necessary. To merchandise, and E. J. Dycus, genOld Suit in Calloway.
WOULDN'T LEAVE CITY AND
the county attorney should receive a house the machinery, certain parts of eral merchandise.
Attorney .1. G. Miller is In Murray
SHE MUST NOW GO TO JAIL. larger remuneration and that the the factory will be enlarged.
at a special session of court held to
Office should be abolished. It was
Mrs. Hannah Deen,
settle a suit egainet the W. B. Gatin
Because Lizzie 'Roberts, who was a profitable meeting In every way
Mrs, Hannah Deen, 85 years old,
Aged Shoemaker Dies.
estate. It is a suit tha has been in
fined and ordered out of the city tin- and the speeches made by Attorney
yesterday
shoemaker, died of general debility
Jacob
Gellert,
an
aged
court for several years and the cirReed
William
Judge
a
suspension
of
the
penalty
a
der
Barkley and
at her
afternoon at 3:30 o'clock
fee
few days ago, couldn't stay away were among tho beet on the pro- died this morning at Riverside hos- home on Brown avenue, O'Bryan's cuit judge held a special te- ,e ie
from the red light district, she was gram.
pital of stomach trouble. He was 64 addition. She was a native of In- vacation to clear it up.
sent to jail by the police who found
years old and was born in Germany, diana, but for twelve years had lived
her hovering around her old haunts.
but has been in this country for over with her son, Willard Deem. She is
She conducted a disorderly house on
411 years. For many years he has survived by the following children:
the north side.
been employed In shoe shops In the Mr. Willard Deen and Mesdames
city. Sunday morning he was taken Rosetta Hall. Mary Walker and Anill and yesterday morning was taken gie Linn, of Brookport, and Misses
GRAIN minx wri
to the hospital and
died after 5 itachael and Angie Deen. The funeral
Cincinnati, July 16.—Wheat,
o'clock this morning. The body was will be held at Brookeport.
08; corn, 37; oats, 484.
removed by Guy Nance & Son, on
South Third street, and embalmed,
CALLOWAY TOBACCO MAN
Eleven trees are being removed
Good Maxie and Good Sermons.
Announcement is made todity that
IN CRITICAL CONDITION. the Sunday schools or the First. Pres- and this morning Mr. Nance wrote
Good music and sermons are being front the county court yard by Brown
Lenhard Gellert, a brother, and Mrs heerd by large audiences at the Reid- & Joynes. this week.
When
the
byterian church and the two missions
Murray, Gy., telly 16. (Special.)—
J. trees were trintmed the work
was
The Gustav Hillin. a tester, at Jefferson- land church:where the Rev.
picnic Tuesday, July 213.
ville, Ind. The bodrwill be held by Owen is leading a revive). Altgbugh done too close and this seirlhir-imr--"----:
Mr. Frank Clayton, Bic well known members
'of the Sandave4ichools and
tobacconist, who returned from New their parents meet at the N., C. and Mr. Nance until he receives a reply. only started Sunday night the interest trees showed life, but during the dry
Mexico, here he had been lair his St. 1, station. Fifth and
Norton Gellert was a fa-miller figure on the is high and every service is well at- weather they died. They are seatteohealth,,le In a critical condition at streak at 840 o'clock that morning, streets ot the elty. NO other rela- tended. The Rev. Owen is assisted ed over the yard and the loss will not
the home of his brother, Mr. Dan Ttukete wil
turnisheil every twee tives are left in this eountry so far by the Rev. Mr. Prayther, of Madi- be felt an badly as if they were close
as kaewn.
Clayton, east of Murray.
together,
sonville.
•
at Sunday school next Sand

READY TO STRIKE
ORDER IS GIVEN

COUNTY ATTORNEYS COHANKUS MILLS
WILL INCREASE
DO WORK, ANYWAY

REFEREE ALLOWS
BUT TEN PER CENT

KY. MIDSHIPMAN
WAS TO BE WED

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
PICNIC TUESDAY

ELEVEN TREES IN
COURT YARD DEAD

THE PADUCAtt }WPM.
BOON FOR SKIN MITERS.
on the knowledge that diseases 0 the skin Must be treated
•
through the skin, D. D. D. Prescription strikes the germ that eats Into
IN SESSION AT DIMWIT IN AN- the weak cuticle, and by destroying
it deetrots the causeopf the disease. sWOHN OUT FOR WITNESS FOB
NUAL CONVENTION.
THE DEFENSE.
Though mild as a gargle and cleanly
as pure water, D. D. D. Prescription
Ylre,
Look for Name on Shoe
Steam Boller,
Is a powerful liquid in combatting
Life,
Bonds,
Represent Nearly a Half Million (lom- the germs of eczema, psoriasis, salt
Accident,
Plate Glass,
menial Travelers-Two Cent
rheum, ringworm, dandruff and all E. H. Allen, of Cripple Creek, Is
a
Health,
Taken Into Custody for False
Cargo,
forms of rash.
Fare.
Swearing.
Liability,
Hull,
, Origpally a doctor's prescription.
Automobile,
Elevator.
It is manufactured so that it may
reach everybody, and is not thereDetroit,
Old 726
July 16.--The In. fore a "patent" medicine. UnpreBoise, Idaho, July 16.-Another
NI•v., 126
ternational Federation of Commercial judiced doctors prescribe it freely. warran
t, charging perjury, against a
Travel
No
extrav
ers
agant
Organi
claims are made for witness who has testifie
zations which repreCampbell Building, 1-)
tiduCeth, Ky.
d for the desents nearly 400.000 traveling men, it. Its strongest recommendation fense
in the Haywool case was issued
opened its annual convention here to- comes from thousands of persons who
E. H. Allen, formerly a telegraph
day. Asitle from insurance matters, have been cured and their letters operator
at Cripple Creek, is the
the chief 'Interest in the convention will be shown you at our drug store. man.
will center about the interest of trav"I wish to state that D. D. D. has
We have several good driving horsee for sale
Eleven witnesses in rebuttal were
at reasonable prioes and
eling men generally in the two cent given wonderful results." says Henry
styles are $5.00
examined in the Haywood trial. Harry
will guarantee them as represented, Call and
fare legislation and interchangeable Kazey, of 617 Shawnee street,.Leaven
see therm
Orchar
d
reappeared on the stand
mileage.
worth, Kan. "As I am a barber in
and was aseed a few questions as to
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
'business I recommend it to all my
I NCOR CO RATED
his acquaintance with some of the
Limy and Boarding BIM
customers, and jt has given satisfacFourth Street and lontucky bens/.
Asbestos liorsthoese.-witneteres for the defense who have
Isbestos horseshoes are an inven- tion to all."
•
testified as to his movements. On
tion of a Honolulu blacksmith. There
Get a bottle of D. I). D. today, and
being turned over for cross examinahas long been a demand for such an it will give you INSTANT relief.
Stork Busy in "Teddytown."
tion he admitted that his uncle,
article, it is said. Visitors to the
R. W. Walker & Co., Fifth and
Atlanta, Ga., July 16.-So many
Peter McKinley, committed suicide by
volcano near Honolulu usually ride Broadway.
sets of triplets and twins have been
hanging thirteen or fourteen years
from
the
Volcano house down into
born in the little town of Creek, Ala.,
the pit and across to the Halemau- will continue rising during the next ago. The counsel for the defense
that there is a movement afoot there
asked Orchard if this uncle was not
man pit on horses. But the heat un- three days.
to change the name et the place to
National 1,eligue,
insane before he killed himseelf, and
dernea
th
_the
floor
"Teddy town.
of Kilauea has - The Tennessee from Florence to
H
been increasing to such a degree that the mouth will probably continue also tried to show by the witness, that
Philadelphia ......
his maternal grandfather was insane,
3 3 the horses' feet
suffer, hence the need rising during the next 24 hours.
It's easier to get engaged to a girl Chicago
1 4 0 of non-he
his monomania
being imaginary
at-cond
ucting
shoes.-New
The Mississippi from below St. crimes
than it is not to marry a widow.
Batteries - Sparks and Dooin;
committed a lopg time ago in
York' Tribune.
Louis to Cairo will continue rising
Lundgren and Moran.
1;elaud. Orchard denied all knowl
during the next two days.
edge of the grandfather, but admitetaisiesseorefreaseeeesseareedeeareeeee
R fl E
ted that his uncle was demented.
Brooklyn
Captain Threatened.
1 9 0
The entire session was taken up
Pittsburg
St. Louis July 16.-Accused of with the examination of witnesses
4 4# 0
1 Fur beautifying your yards and
Batteri
es - Scanlon and Bergen;
having struck a negro eoustabout who contradicteethe evidence given
estimates on flower beds we
Phillippi and Gibson.
will call and see you. Phone
senseless and then throwing him into by W. C. Allen, who testified for the
eeeseselleeissaisamesekeeeseeieseserser the river
Schruaus Bros. for the largest
where he drowned, William defense in support of the charge of
•
and most complete stock of
R H E
H. Leyho, captain of the steamer a conspiracy against the W'estern
River Stages.
flowers and plants in the city.
General agents gasoline launches. Boats
Boston
for excursion parties,
0 4 0 Cairo
23.9 0.6 rise Grey Eagle and his two mates weree Federation of Miners in which it is
Free delivery to any
St. Louis
hunting trips, etc. Licensed operator.
takn
1 11 0 Chattanooga
to
police
the
alleged
station last night
that
the
Mine
Owners
'
asso7.3
0.2
fall
part of the city.
Batteries - Young and Needham; Cincinnati
after the police had a hard struggle ciation, the Citizens' Alliance and
21.3 1.0 rise
Peebe and Noonan.
Paducah, Ky., Back of Riglesberger's
Evansville
13.2 0.5 rise with a mob of 70.0 blacks who sought the Pinkerton Detective agency were
Mill.
Florence
Both Phone/4192.
Old Phone 1113
3.4 0.5 rise to kill the steamboat men. The negr,o concerned. Allen swore that he saw
Second game.
Priest
Deama
n, sank as soon as he Orchard and D. C. Scott together at 411111111
Johnsonville
4.9 '4.5 rise
1S1111W
111111•11•111•111=REINIIIIIIIMIMPIE11111111111111,
struck the water. The quarrel orig- the depot at Cripple Creek about
RHE Louisville
8.1 0.9' rise
Boston
inated
disput
in
a
three
Mt.
over
e
wages.
weeks
Carmel
prior
to
4 9 3
the explosiep of
8.2 0.9 rise
St. Louis
the Independence depot on June 4,
2 4 2 Nashville
8.6 '0.3 rise
Batteries - Boultes and Needham; Pittsburg
1904. Scott this afternoon
Fool at the Seashore.
swore
4.2 1.6 fall
•
Lush, Fromme and Marshall.
St. Louis
21.9 0.1 rise
A former Governor of Wisconsin, a that he was not at Cripple Creek at
Mt. Vernon
12.4 0.8 rise famous story-teller, thus reported the time and a number of witnesses
The famous
RHE Paducah
11.5 0.7 rise his experience at a New Jersey clans- corroborated this.
New York
2 7 2
bake: "I started my speech," said the
Cincinnati
Lend-distance messages were sent former governor,
5 12 1
Expert Advice.
"by stating toilet I
Batteries - McGinnity, Ames and to the captain of
the Martha Hennen had been enjoying their low-necked
Va
"
•
.1:
. '
;:21
Bowerman; Ewing and Schiel.
SA,(
These three attributes of a good bicycl
yesterday at Hawesville to get him
to clams. A long-faced old man across
e can be fonnd in th'e
A.
charter the towboat to Captain Voight the table scrowl
ed and said in _a
r
oPTL4
114,-ATA4W.4...i
American Lawns.
Readi
ng,
to bring the Mary 'Michael from the stage whisper,
21
RaeyeT
e -iii3c1-Laclede Bicycles.
CRVS•li tiCur_ .4
'Little Necks, not low
TERMS EASY.
1 ,0mi
zr
RH E-Forted Deer rived. If this boat con- necks.' I paid
no attention to him,
Cleveland and Philadelphia-Rain, not be secured,
Capt. Voight will look but after dinner he followed me out
no game.
Sold and guaranteed by
around for anotheer, though towboa
ts of the hall. 'You don't have many
not in active use are scarce now.
clams in Wisconsin. I reckon,' said
Detroit and Washington-Rabe no
Government Inspectors Green and he. 'Well,,' I said. 'we
have some,
game.
St.- John swooped down on the
Dick but it's a good way to water, and, in
Games Called
Fowler this morning for a re-Inspec- driving them across
the country their
326-328 SOUTH THIRD ST.
RH E tion. The life-preservers, fire drills, feet get sore and they don't
Saturday
Sunday Chicago
thrive
4 P. M.
15 16 2 engines, boilers and all the upper very well."Why, man alive,'
New
3p.m.
Phon
e 481-a
said he,
New York
Old Phone 743
Admission • 25c and 35c
0 8 6 work of the boat Were ittspeated 'clams haven't any feet'
Soon after
Batteries-White, Altrock, Sullivan without enditig
anything
dellallnas
faulty. that he buttonholed one of my friends
and Hart; Orth, Moore, Kleino
41111111111111111111111111111111111Pagler N.,
w and They will inspect other boats today 'Is thet fellow governor of Wiscon
Thomas.
here but do not announce their plans sin?' he demand
ed. My friend admitas they desire to take the boats
by ted that I was. 'W-a-1,' said
he,
surpris
e.
Cleo. W. Katterjohn
RHE
aps he may be a smart enough
000. A. Ciletr-drier
St, Louis, July 16. Kg-66611C1234
Residence Phone 1221.
The Fannie Wallace will have
Residence Phone 1347-r 4.
to man for Wisconsin, but he's a good
St. Louis
2 17 2 lay up for a few days to get repairs deal of a fool at the seashor
e.'"Boston
5 12 4 to a bad place under the furnaces. Christiart 'Register.
Batteries--Pelty and Stevens; Tan The Brownie will
help the West Kennehill and Criger,
tucky Coal company out, until
At Court.
the
Nervous Passenger-And what should
Sixteen innings.
Ranh returns front the mines.
"Ie London did you go to court?"
we do if the bottom of the elevator
Granitoid and Artificial Stone Curbing
Leaving the tie business temporariand Walks, Cellar Floors,
She asked. He was quick witted
fell out?
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
ly, the Vincennes has entered
Steps and Buttresses.
And
answer
ed-.
'twas
the
a'
comic
Stella Elevator Man-Keep ger seats,
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE wheat
trade between Paducah and
Anything in cement construction we
thoughtplease.
do it Estimates furnished.
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma- Cairo. The
wheat will be handled on
"I did-but was acquitted!"
laria and builds up the aytem.
be
For
Opens
-Lippincott's Magazine.
grown people and children, 50e.
Patience is Anti-Suicide.
Gent's show boat is still lying in
8
How
to prevent suicide has always
the mouth of the Tennessee
Rocke
rWhat do you think
he
river,
Hardly Ever.
and is for sale.
next exposition will be about? Rock- been a puzzling question. After all,
The man who is always ready
The Clyde arrived last night from er-'Roosevelt's discovery of the Ten lwe must at least allow that the funto
Tonight
growl about the women for
damental difficulty in answering
being the Tennessee river with a good trip Commandments.-New York Sun,
it
slaves to fashion would never think and
lies in the faulty make-up of
today is at Joppa unloading. On
man
of appearing in a straw hat
himself. In many ways he is a misfit
out of Wednesday evening the Clyde will
season.-Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat return
with his environment. The discipl
to the Tennessee river.
ine
and Chronicle.
of disappointment is taken by him as
The Charles Turner came up from
a punishment rather than a lesson.
Joppa today and will go out after
First Old Lady- Whatskind of a ties in a few
What the weak man needs is a little
days.
time did you have at the funeral?
more steadiness for present and comThe Lyda is waiting for empty
Second Old Lady-Well, I've enjoye barges
ing shocks. All must take their share
Electric Hose, the world's hest, per
d
before leaving for the Cumfoot____20c
myself more at others.-Life.
of misfortune one wax or the other.
berland river after ties. Joppa is
POW
DER
The
S
commo
congested with loaded barges.
n lot should be the bearChanged Every Night.
.alhe mountain ranges of Europe
able lot. The end of all things
lie
The Russell Lord is tied up at the
They stop the pain
east and west, and those of Americ
comes soon enough. At the worst
a Ayer-Lord fleet at Owen's island
by removing the
for
north and south.
there is only need .far....a_littla mos
the present.
cause.
patience and a little more submission.
Business was good yesterday for
All
If the suicide had stopped to think
the Dick Fowler in the Cairo trade
Druggists
he might have been seved.-New
and this morning the boat left on
elihNI.VRAP
^ar
12•••11
,
11,41.
Tory Herald.
time for that city.
Both Phones 201
For sale cud guaranteed by
132 S. Fourth St.
The Saltillo was .expected today
325 Kentucky Avenue.
from the Tennessee river returning
The New York City government exto St. Louis.
pends $1.916,000 each day.
The Savannah will arrive tonight
or In the morning from St. Louis
for the Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee will leave Memphis this afternoon for Cincinnati,
passing here Thursday afternoon.
The Dunbar will arrive Wednesday
morning from Nashville and leave at
noon of the same day for the same
city.
Forked Deer river, where the Mary
Michael was damaged Sunday, is
a
stream with a history. Originally
It
was the Deer river. Because it had so
many "forks" or branches, the natives finally named it the Forked
Deer river. It covers a good deal of
territory though never much more
than a good sized creek. One branch
which engine you need, if you compare the L H. C. with
reaches beyond Jackson, Tenn. More
others. The mcrits of L II. C. eng:lies are so apparent that
business enterprises, brands of manufactured products and other things
an examination will convince you that you need this engine.
have been named for this river probA test will remove any doubt in your mind as to which
ably than for any other river in
the
reliabl
simple
Safe,
e,
H.
,
C.
I.
the
is
It
best.
the
engine is
country. The Smith & Scott Tobacc
o
economical. Wt. handle this engine and will be glad to
company of this city is better
known
as the Forked Deer Tobacco
demonstrate it to yin.
works,
and their leading brands of chewin
g
_
and smoking tobaccos are
named
from this river, on whose
banks the
business was started over 20
years
INCORPORATED
ago
Various brands of canned
gods put up in West Tennessee
are
named for the river, and West
Tennessee towns have retail storei
galore
named for It.
. Oflicial Forecasts.
Olid-Pluatu.)--474
,TImi-Vbia..irsra-ttrfrTrerttiv.Ttr
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DEMERS

PERJURY WARRANT

Based

ABRAM L. WEIL & Co.

Office Phones 216,336:9

Our shoes have style that
bespeaks culture and refinement and gives that distinction which marks the welldressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
-suitable for every occasion
Most

Residence Phones

THE 'TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

•

Lendler & Lydon

BASEBALL NEWS

GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embakners

211-213,5. Third St.

FLOWERS

Paducah, Ky.

Motor Boat Garage Company

RIVER NEWS

General Supplies and Repairs

SCHMAUS BROS.

COMING!
Original
Boston Bloomers

Ease Elegance Economy .

Saturday and Sunday
July 20 and

1
4

•

Boston Bloomers
Vs

E. MITCHELL

Paducah Independelts

4

Wallace Park

PADUCAH PAVING CO.

CASINO

CONTRACTORS

Moncrief Stock

Office 642 Broadway. Phone 113-a.

MONDAY, JULY 8th

"QUEEN'S EVIDENCE"

I

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

EVERY NIGHT

DR. JAMES

Prices 10c and 20c

HEAD-ACHE

FREE PICTURE SHOW

All Hose Repairs

CURE

Price

ED. D. HANNAN

100

The Sanitary Riumber

I

W. B. WPIIERSON

Wade Brown

Eazy to choose

Earle Joy nes

BROWN & MANES COAL CO.
NORIONVILLE AND PITISIBURfi COAL

• 129 North 3rd. St.

Paducah, Ky

1

Agents for

Nortonville Coal

POWELL.R.OGER.S CO.

•

Lump, per bushel .. .
. 13c
Nut, per bushel • • . . . . 12c

Pittsburg Coal

Lump, per bushel . . .

Cord Wood and Kindling

Ninth and Harrison

ae*.s

14c
•

•tl

TrD.41I J1CLY 10.

Till. PADUCAH EVENING SUN

_
Paducah Cigars
For

POWDER EXPLODES
ON BATTLESHIP

UNION MEN

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER
•
Indigestion.

NIGHT RIDERS IN
TRIGG CO. AGAIN

NOTHING RESERVED DURING

MARKS' FORCED SALT

Show me a pessoa who suffers from
indigestion or dyspepaia and I will
chow you a person
with
the
meanest disposition on earth.
You can't blame
them.
iet on Fire By Smoke Stock of VesNothing in the J. W. letrefield Taken e'roni Resisel and Goes OM in Very
world takes all
dence and 1.4'11 into Woods
Speaking of cigars tirade in
the
cheer and
Face of Gunner.
Where Wm, alistreated.
brightness out of
Peducah, we believe we have
life like a balky
in the "22'2," "4-11:44" and
stomach. People
who suffer in this
"7-11" the best live cent
DID NOT DAMAGE THE 'VESSEL.
NOT GET
CAN
STATEMENTS.
way feel out of
cigars you can find anywhere.
MRS. E. KEOGH. humor, out of
sorts and irritable all the time. They
They are made by skillful
can't eat a meal without suffering inunion men, of selected maBoston, July 16. --By an explo- tensely afterward. Their
Night riders were again active in
faces- ire
sion of a case ef powder in the hands usually covered with pimples
terials, and are kept In perand Trigg county Saturday midnighasays
of a gunner in the after superimpos- blotches. They alwiti-e- have head- the Hopkinsville New Era. They ridfect condition in our specially
ed turret of the battleship Georgia, ache, constipation, are tired and list- dled the home of a highly respected
constructed humidors. When
in Massachusetts Bay six men were less and as many whom I have talked citizen 'with bullets, terrorized his
killed and 15 were injured. Not one to put It, "just feel mean and bad all family, and, according to reports,carwe say that, we have done
of those in the turret eseaped injury. over." They are always dosing them- ried their. victim, J. Wesley Bareour best in an ad-but you
pills and
pre-digested
The dead are: William J. Thatch- selves on
foods and the like until they have so field, to the woods near his home and
ought to try a few of the
er, chief turret captain, of eVilmIngweakened their stomachs that they roughly handled him.
ton, Del.; Faulkner Goalthwalte, can't eat
Mr. Barefield is about 35 years ot
cigars; that's the true test.
anything. It's all nonsense.
midshipman of Kentucky; W. J. I have seen and talked with
people age. He is a nephew of the Rev.
'Burke, of Quincy, Mass.; C. G. Ham- who had lived for mouths on
milk Mitchell Barefield, a venerable minilton, of South Farmingham, Mass.; and toast, take a boetle or two of ister of the Cerulean neighborhood,
W. M. Thomas, of Newport, R. I.: Cooper's New Discovery and inside of and has a wife and several children.
George E. Miller, of Brooklyn, N. Y., two weeks sit down and eat a big He resides on a farm about three
the four latter we ordinary sea- meal at night then go to bed and miles west of Gracey and is an enerEither Phone No. 77.
sleep as well as any one. Here Is one getic and
men.
useful citizen.
case I have in mind.
The
injured
Lieutenant
are:
CasIle is not a member of the PlantAgent for original Allegretti
Mrs. Ellen Keough, 19-07 Ogden
per Goodrich, of New York; MidshipAve., Superior, Wis., recently wrote ers' Protective association and has
Candies
man John T. Cruse, of Nebraska: me:
been strong in his opposition to the
Frank Schlepp, of North
Adams,
"No one knows what awful suffer- organiration, being especially bitter
Mass., boatswain's mate,'of the sec- ing I have endured from indigestion. since a visit from night riders last
ond, class; Charles Hassell, of New My stomach would not digest the fall. It is said that Mr. Barefield atFRANCHISE FOR ,NEW ROAD
York, gunner's mate of the first simplest foods and no matter what I tributes this visit to his persistent reTO ENTER PITTI4BURG SOUGHT claw -Orley Tagland, of Richford, ate I would be sure to suffer ',after- fusal to join the association. On that
Minn., chief yeoman; ordinary sea- wards. I was also econstapated and occasion a gang of masked mai went
Pittsburg, Pa., July 18.- J. H. men, William S. Pear, of Brooklyn, had queer dizzy. spells and frightful to his farm, broke into his barn and
McRoberts, several times millionaire, N. Y.; S. L. Rosenberger, of Phila- headaches. Oft times I felt so badly pulled out a large quantity of his toand president of the proposed Pitts- delphia, Pa.; Edward J. Welsh, of that I could scarcely walk. I had bacco.
burg and Northwestern railroad, an- Lynn, Mass.; John 0. Mallick, of taken Cooper's New Diecosery but a
They tore up part of the crop,
short time when I notleed a decided
nounced today he wSuld
ask the Cleveland, 0.: John A. Bush, of ..ea
improvement. Now I can truthfully scattered some about the place and
Pittsburg councils for a franchise giv- York; L. 0. Metz, of Berea, 0.; H.
say I feel greatly improved in every threw the remainder into a pond. Mr.
ing the right to enter the city. Con- L. Gilbert, of Southwick, Mass.; John
way and today for the first time in Barefield was among the first of the
struction of the road will be begun A. Fene, of Trenton, N. J., and ten years I enjoyed a hearty
meal. I Trigg countians to suffer from the
immediately thereafter.
Charles L. Bich, of Frankfort, Ind.
am indeed very grateful to you."
depredations of the marauders. He
The road is 80 miles long, running
had feared the visit would be reThree Critically Injured.
from Pittsburg to the Selocta yards,
The fact that Mr. Cooper's medi- peated and, it is said, went armed
injured,
Three
Goodrich.
of
the
Armstrong county, Pa., and all the
cines enjoy larger sales than any for several months and kept the
way tapping rich mineral conntry. It Pear and Walsh, were in a very crit- others is proof of their great merit. place guarded.
the
ical
condition
when
brought into
W. B. McPherson.
will cost $12,000,000. Meltoberte
,,At midnight Saturday, a band of
that
says- firancitrg- of -the -road will vir- hospital and It was announced
masked men numbering between 25
fatal.
their
'probably
injuries
were
the,rapiely revolving wheel cut open
tually he provided in the east.
and 40, went to Barelleld's house.
Goodrich has undoubtedly lost his
At Selocta the load will connect
the gas nag. Immediately it began
The full details of what followed are
with one of the several new roads In sight In both eyes and is terribly to settle.
difficult to obtain. The people of GraMae
course • of construction under diffei- burned'. Goodrich and Seaman
Robinson kept his head and climb- cey and that vicinity are circumspect
Immediately
lick
jumped
overboard
ent corporation names, coupled up
after the explosion, with the appar- ed quickly to the top of the propeller, in their statements. Some refuse posby the Vanderbilt system. The Pittamotive of ending the terrible which "upended" the balloon, form- itively to discuss the matter. A few
ent
burg and Noatheastere will give the
ing a parachute. As soon as this was others tell rather reluctantly whst
suffering from their burns.
Vanderbilt system a second, entrance
were done the air entered the bag, and they have heard. But the neighborof the desperate men
Both
into Pittsburg.
quickly rescued by their uninjured then the machine came down more hood is undoubtedly alarmed, and
no one wishes to incur the vengeance
comrades.
' gradually,
,
Miners To Press Demands.
of the riders.
The
accident
the
happened
while
Denver, Colo., July
16.- DeleThe appearalwe of the miscreants
miles off
Doctoring the Trees,
gates from the United Mine Workers battleship was several
was signalized by the firing of a volProvincetown
were
and
enthe
men
of Wyoming are gathering heie for
- Mr. SIMOIL owner of an Getate at ley of bullets at the home of Mr.
that
_The night riders demanded
the conference with the operators. gaged In target practice, together Allaire, Morbihan, France, having
Barefield in which he and his wife
John Mitchell will have charge of with other vessels of the battleship proved that the death of numerous
Mr. Barefleld shouid come out to
were
peacefully
children
sleeping
and
the case of the miners. The manag- squadron of the Atlantic fleet.
apple trees was the result of an affec- Springing fro rntheir beds the family them, and emphasized their order by
Explodes in Loader's Face.
ers of the Harriman Union Pacific
tion of the rootlets, rendering them saw that the house was surrounded shooting their, revolvers. Fearing to
coal mines say they will realise the - The powdet had just been taken unable to draw from the ground the
by masked men. A light was burning jeopardize the lives of his family, Mr.
demand of the men for a 15
per from the ammunition hoist to load elements necessary for the life of the in the bedroom, and Mrs. Barefield Barefield walked out to where the
cent. Increase in Wages. Mitchell ex- an eight inch gun. It was seen to be tree, conceived the idea of artificial ran to this and blew out the flame. men were. He was seized by several
pects to make a compromise.
burning and in an instant it exp:od- nuttrition by injecting alirectly into Her action was noticed by the men of theni, and, amid the screams of
ed in the very face of the loader of the trunk a liquid that might replace who were peering through the win- his wife and little ones, was hurDolly-"Molly Wolcott told me a the gtib. No damage was done to the sap. The results were very satis- dow, and they shouted to her that ried away from the house in the dimonth ago that her new gown wei the vessel as the povaler was not factory and other trees and even cab- tey would burn down the house un- rection of woods nearby. What hapgoing to be a dream." Polly-"Well, confined and early this evening, un- bages, cauliflowers end potatoes have less she immediately religh d
the pened to Mr Barefield has not been
revealed. There are many rumors
Washington, the been similarly treated.-Paris Cosmos lamp. She obeyed them.
that is all it Is, so far. Her husband der orders from
that he was badly mistreated, and
won't give her the money for it."- Georgia sailed back for the target
that he was severely beaten. This Is
grounds of Provincetown.
Somerville Journal.
denied by others. It has been imposHow the powder became Ignited is
sible to get a statement from
Mr.
not yet known, but the theory held at
YOUR HAT
Barefield, himself, His closest friends
the navy yard is that It was set oft
Say he refuses to make any statespark from warship's swoteMay Be a Stylish One, But It Makes by a
ment whatever.
stack.
Trouble.
Immediately after the accident the
headed for the Charleston
A man usually buys a hat that's "in Georgia
navy yard.
style," but the modern hat for men
Frankfort. Ky., July 16.-The crops are usually planted in July and
There the dead and injured were
has Iota to answer for.
taken ashore, the wounded men be- first half of the month of June was August. On the whole the outlook Is
Baldheads are growing more numsome
ing cont-eyed to the navy hospital at quite wet, raining nearly efery day. not, so gloomy as appeared
erous evere day. Hats make excelSevere storms of wind and hall ftr weeks ago.
Chelsea.
lent breeding places for the parasite
FirstDivision of State.
The Georgia is one of the battle- solne localities, Corn planting, espegerms which sap the life from the
growing
Carlisle County-Corn
ships of the second division of the cially in lowlands, that was already
roots of the hair.
second Atlantic fleet which has been late, was still further retarded by very slow. A little laid by and some
When your hair begins to fall out at target practice off Provincetown these excessive rains. The early not out of the clods. Wheat all cut
and your scalp is Lull of dandruff it for the last three weeks.
planted corn suffered for culthratiou and in shock. Shocks thin on ground.
is a sure sign that these countless
with There will he a large pea crop sown
The Georgia is one of the newest and many fields became foul
germs are busily at work.
battleships of the alley, having been grass and weeds. The latter half was The hay will be used as a substitute
There is but one way to overcome in commission only about 10 monthe. almost ideal, and gave farmers a for timothy as the meadows
were
the trouble and kill the germs-that She Is commanded by Henry McRae. splendid opportunity
to get their destroyed by army worms.
way, is to apply New bra's Herpioide to
Livingston County-Poorest pros•
wheat in the shock in good condition,
the scalp--It will kill the germs and
and wage a war on the weeds that peel for years fel a corn crop. Much
Two More Are Dead.
healthy hair is sure to result.
Boston. July 16.-- Lieutenant were rapidly' taking their corn fields. Pf the bottom lands are drowned out
Sold trY leading druggists. Two Goodrich and William F. Pear, of
The acreage of corn is a little and the remainder has suffered lot
10c. in Brooklyn, ordinary seamen, died at short of last year, owing to the un- cultivation becauee of the extreme
sizes, 5.45c and $1. Send
stamp@ for sampterato The Herpicide the naval hospital last night, increas- favorable weather that continued wet season. Tobacco late and badly
Co., Detroit, Mich. W. B. McPher- ing the list of dead to eight.
too late in the season for preparation in the grass. Needs more sunshine
son, Seeeial Agent.
of much of the low lands that would and cultivation. Hay crop will be
have been planted under favorable light. Irish
potatoes very good
111011
08414110
.
010•110180MOIDal.980.
conditions. The condition of the corn Wheat all in shock; berry good, but
crop is not up to the standard. for yield will be one-half to two-thirds
FELL 7,000 FEET.
the reasons stated and that much bad of average crop. Fruits inferior.
seed was planted and failed to germiMcCracken County- The unfavor013
ilK2SWesKii,960140014-0
0
nate, causing a great deal of replant- able weather conditions that prevata
15.--Gall ing and making the crop very irregu- ed during the months of April, ,ann
Springfield, 0..
feet lar. The wheat crop improved mate- May, continued through the first halt
7,041.0'
Robinson. of Buffalo, fell
nearly al,
rially during the month, but will fall of June, coneequently
with an airship at 7:15 o'clock_ last
short of an average crep. While tar crops are from one to three weeks
evening and. with, the exception of a
yield will be less than an everage.the late, and generally In bad condition
slight sear on his forehead, escaped
berry promises to be very fine. The The corn. tobacco and pea crops have
Injury.
prospective yield is 16 per cent. less all been greatly reduced In acreage.
Thousands of people who were
MI
than the 1906 crop. Oats promise on- owing to unfavorable weather
watching his night, saw the balloon
ly about three-fourths of the 1906 preparine and planting the amt.
machine
tie
Then
droplet) one side.
crop. Many counties report the crop Wheat cutting is completed, conde
began to fall raparily. Many placed almost a failure and only a few re- lion good and grain very one. The
their hands oyes' their eyes, while port a prospect for a full crop. Rye yield will equal or exceed last year's,
women and children ran screaming promises some better, but considers- which was below an average.
and crying, expecting to soon learn lily below last year. Hemp is hearly
Ballard County.- Wheat all cut.
that Robinson's mangled body had up to last year in acreage and condi- Lets of smut. Corn Is suffering frit
been found in a tree or in a field Uon. Burley tobacco is reported
ICI want of cultivation. Farmers behind
west of the city,
per cent. short of last year in acre- with work. Cannot get labor. [Ussurcalmly
Instead Robinson was
age, owing to scarcity of plants and trig plenty of rain. Lots of tobacco
veying his dilapidated looking ma- labor. Much of this was planted late being set new. The tobacco crop wilt
chine when the people rushed toward In June and Will depend largely upon be a late one.
him. With the exception of being RS a late fall if it makes a good yield.
Hickman County -Wheat All ie
white as a sheet and having a few The dark district has falleu off 23 shock in good condition. While the
drops of blood on his forehead he per cent. in acreage for
is
want pt yield will be short,, the quality
was all-right.
crop. Much of this very good. The average per acre will
plants to set
Keeps Read Mlle in Air.
is also late. Grasses are doing fairly be about eight bushels of alliirrvest
Robinson says that when he start. welia_ considering the deflate don
ate 'and ,not _alp_ to
Or
on hls secohl trial- In resell
by the army worm. The high price the standard for-time of year.
center of the city he went higher than and searefty of seed cut the acreage a good deal in the low lands to be
2S
of stock pens. Potatoes promise
A planted yet. Meadows will yield
usual so as to grt free of the wind.
As hø !roared upward about 7.604 full crop, The fruit crop, except ber- Dor cent, of, a crop of hay. sbortagi•
feet he was etruek by counter cur- ries, will bit a very short tine. There Suited by army worms. Pastures
rents. Tbe propeller was thrown will be something near a full crop of 1111. Tobacco prelmatee well. Feet?
11$11411t tiis end Of the balloon, and sorghum and Millet, Much of these ilVetale• '

Eight Men Killed and Fifteen
Fearfully Injured

222, 4-1144
7-11

Shoot Up Residence and Terrorize citizens

FIVE CENTS

Will J. Gilbert

=mm1110

PAGE' THRICE.

4th and Broadway

Two Piece Suits, Three Piece Suits, Blues, Blacks, Fancies---All go at about ONE-HALF Broadway Prices.
7.50 and 8,50
Suits

16.50 Suits

4.00 and 4 50
Pants

4.90

1 0.55

2.90

10.00 and 12.00
Suits

18.00 Suits

Blue and tan cotton
pants, belt and cuffs

1 2.40 90c

6.65

.

13.50 Su;ts

2,0) Pants

John B. Stetson 5.00
raw edge Hats

8.50 1.35 3.45
15.00 Suits

9.75

..=16

3.00 Pants

Mechanics' overalls
best 1.00 goods

1.90 85 c

A hundred and one other exceptional "sure enough" bargains in
Shoes, Trunks, Hats, etc.

c!!ETs!EU RTE)
MARKS,1s1,6Chi!

•

Crop Conditions For Month of June

,It is said there are about 40 ballet
The next Sunday the superintendholes 1.n the dwelling.
ent of the mission school announced
that any child that was disappointed
with his or her gift could exchange
to
Wanted
Exchange.
it?
Jacob A. Rita tells of a little boy
Jimmy marched boldly to the front
who earned his living by blacking
boots. Every Sunday he attended a with his.
"What have you there, Jimmy?"
mission school. This school, through
"Browning, sir."
its well-meaning teachers, decided to
"And what do you want in exhave a Christmas tree. The gifts for
the pupils were provided for them by change?"
the teachers and some patrons of the panion.
school
Jimmy, the bootblack, was there
Christmas eve, but was much disappointed when his present proved to be
a copy of Browning's poems. He
folded it carefully in the paper in
which he received it and took it home

"Blacking, .sir "--Youth's

"Have you heard from your sister
since she went abroad?" "She has
sent me seventeen picture post cards,
but I haven't heard from her."
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

In countr'es where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values.
The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.

Gee Whiz!

•

Sanderson furnishes
25c paper and does
the work all complete for only one
dollar per room
down, balance
weekly. Closing out
this season's odd
patterns and right
now is your chance
to get a bargain.
Rini! 1513 or call at
428 Broadway.

Sanderson,
Perkins Co.

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.

Paducah Brewery Co.

QuTi

Phone 408.

Com-
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Mills, many ni Est in the counery
from the target, city west of Louisville. The trutJ is that Louisville
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
and Lexington an their districts re
TUE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. ceive all the att lion at the hands
of the state officiate, while the GibralINCORPORATED
F. M. FISHER, President
CARRIED ON EXTENSIVELY IN
tar counties are only worthy of conH. J. PA.XTON. General Manager.
The above caption is a question
EASTERN CLUB HOUSE.
sideration about election time, and
Entered at the postottIce at Paducah.
then at the hands of the spellbinders. which interests public people. Many
Ky., as second class matter.
have a wrong opiniott of unionism.
Unionism
ateltsCRIPTIost KATMAI
rightly embodies thee
If
it
is
true
that
the
Red
Men
are
- old expression "In union there is Gilded Gambling Den For Women Is
making early preparations for the
THE DAILY 111714
Pitted Up and Crowded With
strength," and in addition to that it
By carrier, per week
• .10
By nista. per month in advance... .25 Fourth of July, it is as true that the carries with it a multitude
Devotees of Game.
of good
By mall, per year. In advent e....$2.50 general council is, too--with the toy
points.
THE WEEKLY SUN
pistol
ordinance.
Per year, by mail. postage paid..$1.00
The principle of organization ot
Address THE SUN. Ptulucah, Ky.
labor is the uplifting of workingmen,
Editor James Lemon. of the May- and
115 South Third.
Phone 258
Newport, R. I., Ally 16 •- With
members aim to establish and
field
liewenger, waxes sarcastic maintain
an equitable scale of wages, much eclat the Woman's Bridge club,
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
about a certain news bureau of a and protect
York, representatives.
themselves from sudden, which the Rev. Walter Lowrie called
local paper in Mayfield, which fol- unreasonable
fluctuations In Me rate from his. pulpit "Canfield's by the
THE SUN can be found at the followlows the Messenger 24 hours in the of compensation
ing places:
for their labor, and Sea," was opened today with a reR. D. Clements & Co.
news and does not take the trouble protect, too, just and
honorable ese ception and general play around
Van Culla Bros.
re-write. Doesn't Editor Lemon ployers from unfair competition;
Palmer House.
to about 20 tables.
appreciate the delicate flattery of the fosteta fellowship and
John Wilhelm.
The villa of James. Gordon Benbrotherhood,
coigist?
and shield from aggress:on the Iso- nett on Bellevue avenue, which the
lated, defenseless toiler; to aid the club has rented for the summer, was
We should say those are real destitute and unfortunate; to develop swamped for the occasion with foli"Lemou*" the Mayfield Messenger is those kindly instincts of humanity age plants and bunches of cut flowhanding out to a local paper about that most highly adorn true man- ers estimated to have cost more than
TUESDAY, JULY 16.
Its Mayfield bureau.
hood; to encourage the principle and $2.000.
Mrs. Oliver H. P. Belmont was one
practice of conciliation and arbitraIt's a long fall from $1,500 a year tion in the settlement of differencee of the first to arrive at the club. She
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
to $2.25 a day, but some of the between labor and capital; to incite has managed its affairs almost since
Louisville police officers took it, and all honorable efforts for the attain- it.was established. She was foliowea
June, 1907.
landed on their feet.
ments of better conditions of labor- by Mrs. May Brady Hall, Mrs. Her---o
shorter hours, increased
privileges mann Oelrichs, Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish,
3449
3438
16
and
Mechanicsburg
citizens
greater
are
going
enjoyment
of
the
ennob- Mrs. F. Livingston Ludlow, Miss
953
17
3955
Anna Sands, Mrs. James F. Gerard,
3950
4
3937 after a street car line in the sort of ling amenities of life, the concomi18
Mrs. Moses Taylor Campbell, Miss
tants of culture and civilization.
5
3416
19
3932 spirit that accomplishes results.
Evelyn Burden, Miss Lota Robinson
6
3919
3935
20
Mrs. Phillip A. Clark, formerly MeIt was discreet in Mr. James P
7
3981
21
3957
Greta Pomeroy; Mrs, George B. Du
8
3981
29
3956 Smith not to break the arm with
Forest,' Miss Maude Wetmore, Mrs.
3945
:0
24
3955 which he shakes hands.
Peter D. Martin, Mrs.
Nathalie
4049
11
25
3945
Schrenck Collins, Mrs. Edward
R.
12........ 4038
There are several theories about
26
3940
Thomas, Mrs. William S. Leeds, and
13
3894
27
3944 the presence of that grewsome foot
iMrs. Elisha Dyer, Jr.
14
3969
28
3954 in the mud along the river bank
"Poor" Make Silk Home the Stake.
above
the
hospital; but the most JILTED LOVER SUES RAILROAD.
29
3942
The twenty tables in action rivalTotal
9,8.814 generally accepted is, that it belongs
ed Monte Carlo. The tables are in a
Average for June, 1906
gentleman, Says Attack by Company's Employe white and gold
407.2 to some absent-minded
salon and the players
Average for June, 1907
3953 whose foot got stuck in the mud.
Caused Girl to Drop Hint.
sit in gilded chairs. The stakes for
Personally appeared before me,
this afternoon were just what each
The Lexington Gazette thinks the
this July 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, geeElwood, Ind., July 16.-Chester quartet at each separate
table chose
eral manager of The Sun, who af- situation in Louisville is a "great Coppeck has filed suit against the to make them.
They varied in acfirms that the above statement of the disappointment to the Republicans." Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and cordance with the
means and inclina(Ineorpt rated.)
criculation of The Sun for the month Yes, indeed. A Democratic state St. Louis Railroad company. for tions, of each four.
"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
Df June, 19,
07, is true to the best of court overrules a Democratic local $2,000. He alleges that while he
It was noticeable that the wealthoourt, and holds that the Louisville was en route to Hamilton, 0., he was ier of the women sat together,
his knowledge and belief.
while
Both Phones 176
Democratic machine elected its city pulled out of his seat by an employe those who were less interested
PETER PURYEAR,
422-424 Broadway
in
and county ticket at an election too of the company and, roughly treated the game sat about by themselves
Notary Public.
My commission expirts January grossly frardulent that it must be He was accompanied by his fiancee, and played for smaller stakes. Some
declared void, because not a "free who was so indignant because he did of the poorer played for boxes of
22, 1908.
and fair" election. This decision not resent the indignity that she jilt- gloves, silk hose, and -bonbons. The
WINDOW IS ENLARGED.
lEverhart, age 18, of Kenton, Ohio.
gives the state Democratic machine ed him. Re says that it was oviing -lob will be open every afternoon to
Daily Thought.
It is thought that a split rail
opportunity
temporarily
an
to
oust
to
those
who
the
of
the
act
company's
may
wish
drop
employe
jo
in for_a.
"Conscience must endorse_ every
ilia Order That Enormous Woman's caused the wreck.
the local ThatoodratlemlaselifillgT"oPeMITI/Warore lbst the affections of the
true success."
Body May Be Taken Out,
hostile, and put in power a mayor young woman,
It is planned to buy the villa for a
and county judge, instrueted to repermanent club house. From now on
Clouds of Moths Stall Train.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
the spacious drawing rooms and parplace the Haldeman-Grainger men
New 'Perk, July 16.--Mrs. Mar(Continued from page one.)
Port Arthur, Ont., July 16.-The
YOU
HAVE TO WA IT
For Governor-Augustus E. Willwith Hines' men. There will be a Every done makes you feelbetter. Lax-Poe lors will be given over to bridge,
garet McMahon, the biggest woman Lake Superior limited on the Canason, of Loeisville.
Democratrc nomination soon and keeps your whole +asides tight. Sold on the while uniformed attendants will ans- answer
will constitute 'contempt of In New Jersey, is dead at her home dian Northern railway had a PecuFor Lieutenant Governor-W. H.
then we shall see how disappointing money-back plan every amere. Price 50 cents. wer the calls of the women players. cove"
in Newark.
liar experience near Kashabowie,
Cox. of Mason county.
Is a Luxurious Gambling Den.
the situation is.
In order that her body may be where a cloud of moths was encoun._.Meaning no disrespect to your
Attorney
For
General-James
The gaming rooms are luxuriously
No Imminent Danger of War.
honor, I _sae refuse to answer," said taken out of the house this morning tered, obscuring the view and coverBreathitt, of Christian county.
Washington, D. C., July 16.-The furnished. The entire villa hits -been
for interment one of the window ing tire traelis so deeply that the
sympathize
Harriman
can
"My
with
Zimmer.
For Auditor-Frank P. James, of
very best proof that the administra- equipped.with costly furniture by Mr.
frames has been removed and sixteen train was stalled. It took the train
Lady Nicotine."
ordered
Lawler
then
Judge
that
Mercer county.
The women have added
tion does not believe that there it Bennett.
Zimmer be "committed to the county inches of the brick work at the side crew about two hours to clear the
For Treasurer-Capt. Edwin Farany probability of war with Japan at whatever was needed to make a regThe
Messenger
is
very
surprised
term of five days and- until of R. It will take twelve men to car- tracks so that the train could proley, of McCracken county.
present is the absence of all three ularly appointed club. In addition to jail for a
ceed.
answers
the said question Mend- ry the coffin to the street and there
he
For Secretary of State-Dr. Ben at the lack of interest on the part of heads of the state, war
and Navy de- the gaming rooms there are private
the people of Mayfield and the county
not a hearse large enough to bold
law."
•
ing
to
L. Bruner, of Hart county.
partments from their posts of duty. luncheon and breakfast rooms.
it. It will have to be cohveyed to the
Contractor's Notice.
For Superintendent of Public In- In gravel 'roads. They must come If there was any imminence
Zimmer was then taken to jail,
Mr. Bennett's villa, which
of real
he
and
the
cemetery in a wagon.
longer
the
the
delay
greater
Bids for the erection of a building
struction-J. S. -2rabbe, of Boed
Frederick
Eaton,
director
and
W.
named
Stone
danger
Villa,
in the situation they wou:
is on Bellevue avwill be the cost to the people of the
Mrs. McMahon weighed nearly 50•0 and furnishing material, for our recounty.
secretary-treasurer of the Pacific
enue, just opposite the casino.
be found either at Washington
frigerating machines, will be receivpounds.
For Commissioner of Agriculture county. Every arrangement should with the president at Oyster Bay, an
States Telephone and Telegraph combe made to take an early vote on
ed to July 31, 1907, 12 m. at our
C. Rankin, of Henry county.
testified
called.
was
pany,
that
He
as
long
as
their
faces
are
not
turned
ARMED COWBOY HOLDS CABIN
office, Tenth and Monroe streets.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals- bonding the county for at least toward one or the other of these
company
deFour
were
the
cip
books
t
the
Injured
in
Erie Wreck.
AGAINS TSHERIPF AND MEN.
Plans and specifications can be seen
3200,000 to gravel our main public
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
stroyed in the April fire. He said
Toledo, Ohio, July 16.-Four per- at our office. We reserve the right
There is no use to delay, it points the public may rest assured
to
For Legislature-George 0. Mc- roads
that there is no fear in those quarthat President John T. Sabin died in ions fatally and a number of other reject any
must come.-Maytield Messenger.
Montrose. Col., July 16.-Heavily
or all bids.
Broom.
thereafter until passengers were injured last
October.
and
ters
1905,
night
armed and intrenthed in a log cabin,
PADUCAH BREWERY CO.
Mayor
James P. Smith
assumed charge here when Errie passenger train Sc.
"Crazy" Stokes, a cowboy, is defying Heury T. Scott
Stuyveteant Fish thinks Mr. HarriCity Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
Zimmer were running between Marion, Ohio,
'Forest Fires in elichigaa.
the sheriff, who carries a warrant for as preolient Glass and
and
Garment Workers' Strike.
City Treasurer
John J. Dorian man is an undesirable citizen.
recogni as standing in Sabin's Huntington, Jnd., jumped, the track
him.
Sault
St.
Stokes
has
Marie,
been
New York, July 16.-About 5.000Mich.,
July
working
16.
on
City Clerk
George Lehnhard
place.
near Foraker, Ohio, the entire train union garment
Bob Evans says, "I will match our Reports today from every direction the rach of S .A. B. Cash for three
workers employed olt
City Jailer...... „George Andrecht
"In the months of February and turning over in the ditch.
the East Side went out on a strike
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith navy against any foreign navy." Glad tell of forest fires doing heavy dam- months. Being unable to collect his March, 19.06," said Eaton, answering
Those
fatally
injured
are: Baggage for an increase of pay and shorter
age. A report from Reber says that wages, last night, at the point of a
Aldermen-T. C. Leech, Harry R. you can say so, Bob.
Henry's to prove the master McDowell, of Marion; Fireall the camps of the Mud Lake Lum- gun, he drove Cash and hitt family an attempt of
hours. The strikers say 40,000 more
Hank, G. M. Oehlsehlaeger, Jr., C.
company's disbursements, "I signed man Pearl Goff, of Kenton; Frank
ber
from
company
the
will
premise..
have
join
them
been destroyed, as
Cash swore out
tomorrow.
Seven business henries were wreckII. Cbamb:in, W. T. Mil:er.
checks for $4O,000 to $50,000 in ten
Councilmen- Second ward, Al E. ed in a riot at Roanoke. which origi- well as several farm houseg. Flames a warrant.
amounts. These
dollar
thousand
Sheriff Taylor and Under Sheriff
Young; Third ward. C. L. Van Me- nated over the charge of a ham sand swept across hay fields, driving all
checks were given to Mr. Zimmeer
ter: Fourth ward F. S. Johnston; alch in a Greek restaurant. The or- before them. Between Soo and New- Callaway went to arrest Stokes. He without vouchrs. It was not unusual
met
berry
heavy
them
at the door of the cabin
damage has been done by
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank May- dinary restaurant sandwich, when
for MT. Zimmer to send to me for
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
used as a missile, is a dangerous in- fires, which are still burning In the with a rifle, telling them if they at- checks. It was customary for him
fkhool Trustees-- First ward, W. M. strument, but if the practice of woods. The whole country is as dry tempted to take him he tvonid kill
$5;000 and $10,00.0
one or both. The sheriff decided to to ask for
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills; charging them becomes common, they as tinder and crops are suffering.
check's."
place armed guards around the place
Third ward, H. S
Wells and will take rank with the Russian
"Didn't you sign a $12,500 check
to prevent Stokes escaping. Every
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward. bomb, as a menace to the peace of
every' month in addition
attempt to approach the cabin today for Halsey
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel- the world.
between June, 1905, and
o.
was greeted with shots from the to his salary
ly: Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker:
leer!"
March,
cabin.
Sixth ward, J. C. Farley and Ed
Summary.
This afternoon Secretary Eaton reMorris.
Summer roses:
suming the stand, said that Glass actHides
$15,400
Wife.
From
Summer girls;
general manager from the time
St. Louis, Mo .luly 16.-Charles ed as
Summer poses;
WHERE DO WE GNOME IN'
the death of President Sabine in
of
Linsenmann, a former lumber mer•
Summer curls;
People of the Purchase are wonder-9
October, 1905, until after the tire. He
chant of this city, has filed in the
Revelations
tag whether linbert Vreeland, comsupposed Glass had general superviscircuit
court
a
deposition taken last
On the beach;
missioner of agriculture and immicompany's business.
April at Salem, Idaho, where he no* ion of the
Wild flirtations
gration, has it in for them, or no
President Scott was recalled. He
o restites, for the recovery of $18,400
With a peach;
This is the only section. which has
Halsey told him he was going to
he eliding- he gave %OPP Emma Han- said
Bathers daily
taken active interest In immigration.
Manila to take a position with a teleair,
of 2-62.6 California avenue, to
Wade or float;
;McCracken county is the only one
company there. The witness
take care of for him. He turned the phone
Idiots gaily
•
Your salary, Wages, fee., comm1ssion.1---no m aw,. in „hat
that has put up money to further the
thought his company did not have
ei money over to her early in 1904, he
• Rock the boat.
•
guise your income reaches you-should not entirely
movement, and this county is the only
interest In the Philippine comany
"satiety" you
says, and told her he was not on
one PO far that has actually accomps-eu slemid be alert to "piece it our", to extend
good terms with his wife and drd not pany.
it. For that
P.
Sunburn,
freckles
lished anything. A score of immimerely "nothing the most of it.
want her to know where be kept his
Just a few
grants have settled near this city
Savage Doge Hold Island.
money.
Piquant speekleein the last few weeks. The state &get
St. Louis. Mo.. July 16.-- A hereto
Miss Hanser was then tending bar
Peek-a-boo
aside 22,0560 to further the cause of
of dogs, marooned on iMcPike's isIn a saloon owned by her father at
Waists mysterious;
"THE INCOME EXTENSION SOCIETY" its purely a getittou%
Immigration anti placed it in the
land in thellississipra river above
Second and Sidney streets.
Moon and stars;
hands of the state commission. On
lit. Louis a4d rendered ferocious
name for a very real and very active class of people in this cityobjection
He
made
she
when
no
pro
Swift, delirious
petition from the local immigration
through starvation, has made danTHE PEOPLE WHO USE THE CLASSIFIED
posed buying property with the monMotor cars;
ADVERTISING COLbureau Mr. Vreeland. so the gentlegerous the landing of river craft. The
ey in the name of her sister.
ITMNS
OF THE SUN.
the
'Tis
season
'etk
sucdecided
to
Humane society has
men insist, promised that they should
MINI Harmer &tee not deny 'Aileen- cor the starving canines. It ig tee
Just for rhyme\
be notified and be accorded a hearing
mann gave her moneey, but raid she known how they caine to be on th.
Without reasonthe first time the commission should
One-fifth off on regular 3.
had retained counsel to plead statute Island.
Summer time.
meet to discuss immigration probSons. of these "income extenders" use the
classified adse for
limitation as a bar to recovery.
piecesults, and every one this
-Washington Times.
lems. Iterently such a meeting was
meowing better employment, with higher wages. S
H
of them find
Water-Spout In Kansas.
held at Lexington, and our people
season's beat and :ateat offerthem useful In securing private pupils for otherwise
Standard Oil Faces Strike,
Night Riders.
Leavenworth, Kane ',July 16.- A
idle evenings,
heard of it through outside sources
Philadelphia, Pa.. July 16 -An- water spout last night caused dare
Clarkeville, Tenn., July 16.--N.ght
Some secure truants, boarders, rot
ings In men's and children's
re, buyer?: for the not-used
after the meeting was over. Weetern
nouncement was made at a meeting age within a radius of 15 miles of
things in the house.
Kentucky is entitled to a share in riders are again rampant in this
county, Saturday ntgbt they visited
clothing should appeal to you,
the Central Labor union here to- Leavenworth estimated at half a
of
that rune. In fact, she should have
the tobacco field of G. N. Gentry, 01
day that all firemen in the employ million dollars. Nearly six inches of
it all, to-old her in setting an examwho are planning your YlleaSt. Bethlehem, and destroyed foul
of the Standard Oil company would rain fell.
ple for the rentaireler of the state. To
acres of tobacco, He has been a memIf you will look over the classified coinmns
go out on strike on Tuesday. SeverAt latan, Mo., several hundred
Hons. or you who are staying
OfTHE SUN today
expend the fund In traveling arbund.
ber of the association, and has solo
al thousand men will be affected head of cattle were drowned end
you
will get a hint Of the sort of people who believe in "inceele
promoting
visionary
or
schemes of his
at
home.,
crop through the regular chanIt has to a great
throughout the country. The trouble hundreds of acres of - wheat worn
extetudon" and how they go about the matter.
the Blue Grass would he a waste. nels. The
only cause for the action so
It is said, Is the result Of the coin- washed into the Missouri river.
The state should spend that immi- far as can
many.
Come
in
tonight or to- ° the
be guessed is that he ball
the men leave
that
pany
un
d
iezanding
gratioe money, where the people are planted about four
acres more than
Truck Gardens Flooded.
morrow and let us fit you out.
doing something themselves and the Nchedule allowed. The
,-1...
same night
Des Moines, Is., July 16.-- The
have put the experiment on a prac- Ross and Reuben Bellamy
were visIf You Want
Wife Used Heeelees as Poison.
flood in the Des Moines river has
I
eked basis, that is already bringing ited and two tyres destroyed for Ross
Teree Haute, Ind.. July 16.---Geo reached its height and Is slowly rereturns. But it is not PO much the end one for Reuben. These gent:emen
a "New Interest In LOOP
Patterson, a junk dealer of Logan, ceding. The terrific rain of Sunday
matter of the little $2,',Fee of which
..teheeco-laaLaaset,•••
41-.•,--eompietued-ttr-ima406--44---444
.
-rtightt--esanied--ostreit--dussa.gs--sod----.117tre gentlemen compTain . It -li
while they sold it all thrungh the
Became
IPertee Hutton that his wife cooked or 40 families were forced out .ot
Indignity of being Ignored by the association, this is supposed to have
their homes, The farms and truck
beetles in bread te 'Poison him
He
*soft
has
who
commission,
St been the - cause of their disturbance.
state
claimed that not only was he vie- gardens in low Tends were hedli
hi further disrespect to Paducah to As usual there Is ao Caw to the gni.
teeny ill. but his partner, named flooded atAl Many thousand riollitts
Salt the county .1 mitt t ute at eituton ty partial.
loss wea luflicted.
1•411%...41P4111111•41111owItIrmillow• 8034411, also ate bread Red Was III.

tabucab Sun.

Is Unionism
Worth While?

BRIDGE WHIST

THE BEST IN

HAMMOCKS

any kind of a hammock is a luxury these hot, close days and
M OST
nights, but PALMER'S ROYAL, for which we are exclusive

agents, is the most luxurious of them all. Large, comfortable pillow,
stout, durable mesh, absolutely fast colors-they are indeed worthy of
the name ROYAL. If you have a moment to spare, and will call on
us, we shall be glad to show you why they will wear several seasons,
instead of wearing out in one summer, as the ordinary kind usually
does.

1104114m I

Infants' I lamiii&kilike in great demand these hot days, too, for
they offer more comfort and health for the baby than is possible in
any other way. They are made from a particularly soft and pliable'
mesh. Just as safe as can be and keep the baby in constant good
humor.

Paducah Typographical
Union No. 134.

Palmer's Royal Hammocks $2 up
Infants'Hammocks $1.50
Stands for Infants' Hammocks $2.00

L.W.Henneberger Co.

• WITNESS SILENT

DO-s"r

ri

WHY NOT JOIN THE

Il

ncome Extension
SOCIETY?

Poor Econo
my if You Don't
:Take Advantage •
of Our Cut Price i
Sale

I

l

an-Aarve-Sirem-ber at Once

•

TUESDAV, JUI3 16.

r*rrit PADUCAH EVPAIING SITPic

AUX FMB.

eft Sunday for Nashville and Mont
Eagle, Tenn,
Mr. Henry Hughes was in Murray
yesterday,
Mr. V. A. Salvo, of Ogilvie's, has
returned from Charleston, Atlanta
and other points.
Mrs. N. Winters, of Birmingham,
Morning Wedding,
In Police Court.
The marriage of Miss Nellie Yopp went home yesterday after visiting
Obtaining money by false pretenses
and Mr, Marion Riley- was quietly her sister, Mrs. H. F. Leming.
-Willie Holland and George Lynn,
Misses Jennie Shipman and Grace dismissed.
solemnized this morning at the residence of the Rev. Father H. W. Jan- Ledbetter went ,o Evansville yesterDisorderly conduct-Lillie Gray,
sen, of South Sixth street. Mr. and day
July 17,
Mr. Elat Greer and wife, of May1Mrs. Hugh Long were the only atMalicious cutting, intent to kill,
tendants. The bride wore a neat go- field, have returned home after visit- Mitchell Wilson, July 17; Jake Cotting away suit of brown. Immediate- ing Mr. and Xtrs. H. Pullen,
tier, July 18.
ly after the ceremony the couple ac'Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Benham and son
Breach of ordinance-4', N. Baker,
companied by Mr. and Mrs, Hugh left Sunday to visit Mr. J. W. Ben- dismissed.
_
Long left for the James town exposi- ham, of Dyersburg, Tenn.
tion, Baltimore
Washington and
Mr. Charles E. Jennings will reIn Circuit Court.
other cities in the east. The bride is turn from Indianapolis today.
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie has filed a ,
the pretty daughter of Mr, and Mrs.
Misses Clara and Margaret Park suit against Judge R. T. Lightfoot
Just Arrived-Another lot of those White Linen Skirts,
A. Yopp. Mr, Riley Is in charge of have gone to Union City, Tenu., to and the fiscal court for fees he says
the shipping department of the Ham- visit their sister, Mrs. George A. are due him for serving tax notices.
all sizes-the kind we sold five cloven of in one day. So
mond Packing company, and a suc- Reaves.
Sheriff Ogilvie claimed.35 cents each
Dr. Vernon Blythe and wife will for serving tax notices and presented
cessful young business than, On the
if you want one of these come down at once.
return from the bridal tour the couple return today from Nashville.
a bill for $717 on this basis of setMisses Sadie McGinnis, of Danville, tlement. The fiscal court allowed
will niake their home in th city.
will arrive today to visit
her him 17 cents each, or $35'4.
Goar-Pnryear.
brother, Mr. James McGinnis.
Misses Lizzie and Mary Burnett
Mr. Wilson Grinter Purycar, of
Deeds Filed.
Goat, have returned from Ballard county.
Ann Maria Pell mortgages to .1, W.
before any relief may. be afforded this city, and Miss Clara, Belle
'Mr. Gilbert Presnell and wife yes- Agnew lot on North_ Twelfth street
him several bullets that are pressing of McKenzie, Tenn., were married
town at the terday went to visit in Smithland for a note of $300.
against the nerves will have to be re- this afternoon in that
home of the bride. They will arrive for two weeks.
Race Herzog to J. 'F. Herzog, two
moved. Slnce the accident
Howell
Mrs. Henry Lewis and child, of tracts of land in McCracken county
worked three days, but was unable to tonight to visit his mother, Mrs. T. FL
Puryear, Tenth and Jefferson streets. Fulton, are in Paducah.
for $1 and other considerations.
continue and is now on his vacation.
Mrs. F. W. Morrow yesterday went
Maggie 'Schroeder to W. V. Eaton,
The towboat Wilford has been sold After their trip, they will return to
to V. S. Pickleheirner, of Cincinnati, McKenzie to live, wher Mr. Puryear to Cumberland City, Tenn., to visit. lot on Jefferson street near Four-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
is one of the principals in the, McMrs. D. G. Park Is visiting Mrs. teenth street, for $1,500.
--Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464; who will put it into shape for naviJ H. Derrington at Florence Station.
gation and operate it at Cincinnati. Tyeire school for boys.
office 175.
Mr. Samuel Skinner went to OwAlton 13. Parker Near Death.
-Try Whitehead's 25 cent dinner. The consideration was private.
yesterday,
ensboro
Richmond, Va., July 16.-Alton B.
-The
pay
car
of
the
Illinois
CenPolite service.
Supper at the Park.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr., Parker, of New York and Mrs. Claude
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% tral railroad arrived today from
Mrs. T. Miller Sisson, of Clark left this morning for Louisville on Swanson, the
wife
of Governor
Mounds, Ill., and all the employee
' Broadway. Phone 196.
street, entertained a number of her business.
Swanson, had a narrow escape from
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- in the city were paid their month's
at
Messrs, William Hubey and Henry death last night while on a train bewages. The merchants will be open friends with a delightful supper
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadwaylast
evening
in
honor
Wallace
park
Iseisner returned yesterday from Dew tween Norfolk and
Richmond.
A
-Farley & Fisher, Neterinarians, tonight and trade will receive an imshot fired from outside by an unidenAfter paying here the car ot her sister, Mrs. E. C. Lee, of Her- son.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new petus.
ington, Kan., and -Mrs. Clay G. Lemon
Mr. Claude Baker, of Greenville, tified person came through the wingoes on to Louisville.
phone 351.
of Mayfield, who is on a visit to her went home yesterday after spending dow of the car where Mr. Parker and
-Au
ice
cream
supper-will
be
giv-We give you better carriage and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Miller, Sjanday with his mother at Sixth and i Mrs. Swanson were sitting and imbetter service for the money than en Thursday night at 916 South Third
416 South Sixth street.
bedded itself in the woodwork on
Madison streets.
Is given by any transfer company in for the benefit of Mr. Louis Friant.
-The McCracken County Medical
Mrs. Mildred Campbell and brother the opposite side of the car.
Airorica. Fine carriages for speC-ial
Party at Theater.
end Miss beta Beadles, returned yesoccasions on short notice: also ele- society will meet tonight With Dz.
Incorporated.
Forest Fires Deadened.
Mrs. Joe A. Miller entertained terday from Wing°, where alley were
gant livery' figs. ealmer Transfer Co Delia Caldwell. Dr. Caldwell will leeCasino
In
at
the
16.
a
box
party
Marie.
Mich.,
July
with
Sault
Ste,
--The Christian Boys' club held ture on Cholera Infantum.
called Saturday by the death of their
The rainfall veifh started this evenMill Cormack and Ed Martin were honor of her daughter, Mrs.Clay G. grandmother, Mrs. Emma Thomas.
its second meeting at Wallace park
Mayfield, and Mrs. E. C.
Lemon,
of
ing
has deadened the forest fires In
by
Patrolmen
this
morning
arrested
yell.returned
Horton
yesterday and the membership was
Mr. Charles
WANTED- -Position as
stenogCross and Johnson on a charge of Lee, of Heritigton, Kan., Saturday terday from St. Louis, where his wife the upper peninsula, and they will be
Increased.
rapher by young lady. Address "M.
city
the
rain
return
to
the
morning
if
On
the
extinguished
by
evening.
Mr.
visit
-Kodaks from $1 to $25. Some- crueltY to animals and for fast drivand child remained to
A.," care Sun.
course of ices at
continues. The huckleberry crop in
thing new in the line and all neces- ing in the city. They will be given a the party enjoyed a
Henry Williams' family.
LOST-A white linen coat, some
Michigan is saved by this
sary supplies that make kedaking trial by Jodge Cross tomorrow morn- Stutz's.
Mr. B. E. Whitt-tier has gone to northern
where on Jefferson between Ninth
great
benefit
it
will
be
of
rain,
and
ing.
Giston, where her mother 1s411,
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & CO,
and Twenty-fifth, Return to The Sun
Wedding Tomorrow.
The Rev. John T. Brown, who- has to_the farmers_
-City subscribers to the
Daily
for reward.
Tomorrow the marriage of Mill's been conducting a revival at the
Sun who wish the delivery of their DIVORCE AND SABBATH
EAT,at Whitehead's restaurant.
How He Committed Suicide,
WANTED ROOMS-Wanted
OBSERVANCE TOUCHED. Nettie Pace and .1t.r. Clyde Young Tenth Street Christian church, re
2010
papers stopped must notify our colMITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- rooms
-The
16.
July
Lexington,
Ky.,
at
home
place
the
bride's
will take
for conisentioners.
Rooming
lectors or make the requests direct
turned to Louisville, after delivering
cles,
South
Thira
826-322
street.
carpenMorton,
a
Toliver
corpse
of
Rev. P.
H. his lecture, "Oriental Glimpses." at
Indianapolis, Ind., July 16.-- At near Epperson, the
house owners write for full particuto The Sun office. No attention will
afterSHORT orders a specialty. Page's lars. Tourists Headquarters,- room
be paid to such orders when given the sixth annual convention of the Fields officiating. Both are young the McCracken county court house ter of this city, was found this
noon leaning against a tree in the restaurant,
American Federation of Catholic So- people with many friends. They will last night.
23, 1129 17th street:Denver, C,ol.
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
woodlands on the farm of the late
FOR heating and stovewood ring
-The Ladies Auxiliary of the 0. cieties a report points out the results make their home in this city. Miss
Dr. Milton Board. of the state
FOR RENT-One four-room resiR. C. will give an ice cream supper,of the crusade against the divorce Pace has visited friends in this city board of charities, who has been in Hart Gibson. By his side was a half 437 F. Levin.
*•
dence, 222 Tennessee. Sewer eonThe
man
bottle of morphine.
and social Thursday evening at the evil. A uniform divorce law is fa- often, and is well known ,
charge of the asylum at Hopkinsvalle, empty
BEST 25 cent meals in City at netcions. One four-room house, 1215
evidently been dead several hours
residence of Mrs. I. D. Farrington, vored and a national divorce conwill move to Paducah and enter the had
Whitehead's.
Kentucky avenue. Apply H. A. Petjury,
a
impaneled
Malloy
Coroner
a
result,
gress
as
the
has
been
held
Mr. Paul Malone left this morn- practice. of medi me occupying the
Eleventh oral Madison.
pressing
neatly ter, phone 65.
CLEANING
and
suiverdict
of
a
brought
in
which
lelegates representing various de- ing for Baltimore, the Jamestown ex- office with Dr. J. Q. A. Thy tor.
-For the best and cheapest livery
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-e.
FOR SALsE--A boarding house.
, ominations. On the subject of the position, Washington and other cittea
cide.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Watson and
rigs, ring 130. either phone.- Cope-A
good cook, 408 with fifteen rooms, water, bath and
WANTED
sanctity of the Lord's day, the re- in the east.
who
little Carl Watson, of Louisville,
land's stable. 419 Jefferson street.
gas; household goods, bedding and
port says that efforts are being made
Roosevelt Approves Riffle Practice. Washington, old phone 250.0.
Mitc.s Anna Rhae Conradde left to- have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clay
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
everything
complete. Good location,
Oyster Bay.. N. Y., July 16 - Fret'against employers who force theft day for her home in Williamstown, Wilkes, have returned home.
ANYTHING In the short order line
any of your friends going away for
Fifteen boarders to start with. Ad
put his heart) at Page's restaurant.
employee to perform unnecessary la- after attending the house party of
ideal
Roosevelt
has
from
returned
Metcalf
T.
W.
Mrs.
the summer. The address will be
dress F. M.. 2227 Division street, 'Evbor on Sunday. Active work ,along
Jefferson Birmingham today, after a visit to approval on public school rifle pracFURNISHED rooms for
light ansville. Ind.
changed as often as desired, and the this line is being done in Pittsburg, Miss Garnett Buckner, 809
congratu,atIon
to
of
tice.
In
a
letter
street,
housekeeping, 329 S. Third.
relatives.
t
rate es only 25e a month.
WANTED-For U. 8, army: AbleAmbrose Scharfenberg, of Brooklyn,
Toledo and Louisiana.
Mr. Henry W. Hand left today for
WANTED-Boarders and roomers.
Mr. Logan C. Boulware, of Roy L. the winner of the shooting trophy ot
--All Woodmen, their families and
bodied unmarried men between ages
Martinsviile, Ind., for his health.
today
Apply 1006 Jefferson. Old phone 1388
Culley & company, returned
friends are invited to attend a social
of 21 and 35; citiaans of the United
the Public School Athletic league he
James Tatum.
Miss Mary Jobe, of Puryear, Tenn., front a trip to St. Louis.
given by Olive camp, No. 2, W. 0. W.,
PIANO STOOL with back for sale. States, of good character and temaye
the
to
encourage
occasion
takes
her
James Tatum died yesterday after- passed through the city today on
returned
Sanders
Jack
Patrolman
Tuesday evening at their hall, 120%
"
tern of rifle practice inaugurated by Wm. Deal, Phone 136.
perate habits, who can speak, read
noon at his residence, 31S Ashcraft way to Dawson Springs for a three this morning front Nashville.
North Fourth street.
Admission avenue, of consumption after a long weeks' stay.
General SVyngate, retired.
WANTED- Boarders at
627 and write English. Men wanted now
Schmidt,
the
arctiltsct,
Mr. O. D.
free.
Washingon sfreet. Old phone 2568. for service in Cuba. For information
Mrs. H. C. Elder, of Nashville, re- left for Princeton this morn.ng on a
illness. He was 5.0 years old and
-Place- your orders ror veddEg
visiting
her
turned
home
today
after
WANTED-A good nurse. Good apply to Recruting Officer, New RichIllinois Murderer Arrested. '
leaves a wife and five children. The
trip.
business
Invitations at home. Thie Sun
is
William Drew, wages paid. Apply 514 North Sixth. mond House, Paducah, Ky.
16.Denver,
July
Mey.
burial took place this afternoon at sister, Mrs. A. Ward, 308 Harrison
of
Peal,
Mrs,,Erlward
Mr. and
+4
ehowriag as great an assortment as
Johnson. charged with
street for two weeks.
cemetery in Marshall county.
WANTED-At once, one-quarter ' GET OUT of' the wet. Jobs won't
ers street, returned this morning alias Wm. A.
you will find anywhere, at prices Stice
having shot and killed tame white or one-half horse power motor. Ad- be so easy to get next year. We can
Mrs. J. D. Haynes and children, from Nashville after a brief visit.
much lower than yeti will have to
grading dress', X., care The Sun.
Dr. I. C. Young, of hone Oak, went Helen and Nell, left today for Stur!use 500 machinists. Highest wages.
Mrs. F. D. Rodfus and son, Worten, men -and one negro at a
pay elsewhere.
gis. Mrs. Haynes is from Durant. have returned from a visit to Nash- camp near Benton, III., last Septemto Lowea today .on a business trip.
steady' employment guaranteed. Trans
RENTThird
Ito
Or
over
FOR
-Great suceees is attending the
ber, was arrested here today.
Mr. Harry Rudolph has returned I. T., and has been the guest of her ville
portation advanced
to
machinists
shop,
Frank
JUit's
barber
117
N.
4th
revival at Reidiand. being conducted after visiti,ng Dr. E. E. Davis, ot sister for several weeks.
.having first-class references.
We
Patrolman Aaron Hurley returned
M.
Fisher,
Post
St.
Apply
F
Office,
by the Rev. T. J. Owen, assisted by Melber.
Mr. Dave Underwood, 523 Jackson
Senator Platt Has Birthday.
positively make no charge in any way,
to work today after taking his vacathe Rev. W. T. Boiling, of the BroadStates
several
street,
who
been
sick
for
July
16.
-United
RENT--Four
room
fiat
uphas
FOR
New York,
Miss Effie Rudolph, of the Benton
manner, shape or roma for securway Methodist church, and the Rev. road, Is visiting friends ana relatives weeks, Is reported unimproved today. tion.
celebrated his stairs 108 South Third street. Apply ing jobs for machinists. Address
Guy Nance and Mrs. William Senator T. C. Platt
Ars.
Mr. Prayther, of Madisonville.
Mr. J. N. Brown, watchman on the Lockwood -and two childree have re- seventy-fourth birthday quietly . at 108 South Third.
In Lone Oak.
with references. The National Metal
-Pstrolman Sam Howell contle
Manhattan
Mr. Lloyd Chumblein, of the Ben- steamer Osborn, left today for Gram' turned from Louisville, wnere they the Oriental hotel at
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile Trades Association, Cincinnati, Ohio
ties to suffer with his shou:der and ton road, is improving from the e- View, Ind., his home. to visit.
Beach.
visited Mrs. Clarence Hamilton.
and hot tamales, call at 111%1 JUST a few left-I have sold more
Mr. Christian Theiring, 1310 South
rects of a hemorrhage last week.
Mies Eloise Bradshaw left today
South Third street.
than thirty houses and lots in the last
Miss Margaret Champion. has re- Ninth street, is Ill of dropsy, but he for Sewanee. Tenn., to spend the sumFOR SALE-Stake wagon and sixty days, at the best bargains ever
at
her
turned to her home in Eadyville, af- Is resting comfortably today.
meet
mer, Mrs. Bradshaw will
I have a few left
spring wagon very cheap. Old tele- sold in Paducah
Mr. F, W. Katterjohn went to Chi- Shelbyville, Tenn-. and accompany
ter visiting in the family of Mr. and
bargains
If they are
at
still
better
phone
433.
'
Mrs. 13. H. Scott, eighth and Madison cago yesterday on business,
her to Sewanee.
taken before J leave the city in ten
son,
James,
Danaher
and
Mrs.
Kate
daughter,
streets.
and
WANTED--Boarding
Dreyfuss
horses.
Also'days or two weeks All nice and new
Mrs. Sol
_
box stalls for rent. Bunk Etter, 215
Aimee, 328 North Eighth street, left
sell on good termk. Some in
Dawson
South Third street.
today for a week's stay at
WHEN THE AIR TURNED BLUE.
Worten's addition and some just outSprings.
FOR RENT-Four rooms over E. side the city limits. One inside the
Senator and Mrs. Wheeler CampR. Mills' millinery store, 316 Broad- city with two acres of ground: a
bell left today for Sewanee, Tenn .
way. Phone 381.
splendid .place for a teamster. see
the
where they will spend the rest of
FOR durability and style in har- me at once or call me over old phone
summer.
ness, saddles and repair work, call No. 231. .1. M. Worten.
Mr. FJI Dreyfuss has gone to Wisat the Paducah Harness and Saddle
kfieli
and
visit,
consin for a week's
Co., 294 Kentucky _avenue.
•4
Roanoke Quiet After Hintze
will take a tTip on the Great Lakes
Roanoke, Va., July 16.-- Roanoke
FOR SA-LE---A very desirable resibefore returning home.
dence. 1237 Trimble street. Reason if* quiet today following four hours
Mrs.David Rittoff and children will
for
sale owner going to leave town. of rioting early this morning, during
tot
Thursday
Line
Lee
leave on the
which a mob wrecked nine Greek
Phone 605.
Cincinnati. Dayton and Springfield.
•
shoe shinWANTED-A middle-aged woman restaurants, three Greek
O., for a several weeks' visit.
and two Syrian shops.
to keep house for small family. Good ing parlors,
Mrs. .1. H. Woods, of Baton Rouge,
city officers, among
wages to right person.
References and injured nine
arrived today to visit Mr. and Mrs.
being
Mayor
J. H Cutchin.
them
avenue
Kentucky
required
Address W., care The Sun.
I. D. Wilcox. 601
The fighting, which was started in
The Rev. George Farley, 908 Clerk
CLOTH-ES cleaned and
pressed. a (Minute about 5 cents, was quieted
street, is 111 of malaria at his home
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The only when the fire department disweek
last
overheated
was
'Farley
Dr.
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone persed the mob with streams of waand has been III !Mee. As soon as
1016-a.
ter, facing scores of stones thrown by
Dawson
Good music is now possible in
to
go
wtl
he le able he
FOR RENT-Twe-story', aheigh t- rioters. Five persons have been arhave
we
the humblest home, for
Springs.
room house, all modern conveniences, retied.
an imported phonograph for
Miss Lillie Stanfleld, of Morgan
Oh Third between Clark and Adams,
The Greeks will not attempt to
Joseph
Mrs.
guest.
of
give
to
guarantee
the
which
we
field, is
$3 '75
Niehaus.
Mrs.
Emma
reopen
their stores unless assured of
street.
Jacks*
Stanfield, ,1309
satisfaction. The tone is loud
ONE nice furnished roomfor rent. protection, and they 'have employed
Dr. Walter Iverson left today to:
and clear and as sweet as the
All modern conveniences, gentlemen counsel to look after Deer Interests
Louisville.
human voice. The instrulnent
preferred,-,Inquire 712 Kenticky and have called the attention of the
Keys, of Murray, arMiss
Lera
is well made and has no delicate
Greek consulate in -this country to
Willis
Willie
+Miss
Avenue.
visit
rived today to
parts to break Or get out of order.
the affair,
509 North Sixth street,
LOST-Gold
bracelet
hand
July
4
Come in and hear it and see if
Pr. John T. Brown, who lead the
at Wallace park. Name en-graved
bite music Is not as good as yon
'Car Owners to Preas Mame.
rev.val at the Tenth street Christian
"Sallie Combs." Return to Sun office
have ever heard from a phonoCleveland. 0., July 16.-- Owners
church, retnrned to his borne in Louand receive reward.
•
'graph costing ten times the
of freight cars used by the railroads
isville today. After a short rest Dr.
HiteIR
DRESSING, champooing,
'have Issued a call for a meeting to isprice. It plays any standard
Brown will go to Bethane pare, near
scalp treating and manicuring, -Metheld here August 1 and 2. It is in
IndictiliPolle, to attend the Chautsze
F.dillon or Columbia record, and
tle Dawson, 422 South Seventh.
begin
a
meet
tended to organise a "car owners' aswill
'August
he
4
qua.
we have over two hundred of the
phone 2065
sociation" to take concerted action in
leg at Corydnn.
latest band pieces and song hits
• THE PERSON allo found 4 leath- placing privately'sbetnedf care on the
Mimes Clara and Margaret Park
of the day.
er meet containing $17.70 is known. same basis as those belonging to the
are visiting In Mayfield
and will save trouble by returning it transportation companies. 1neorar as
of Hugo,
1,hseCotie
0
1(
to 780 Clark, Mrs. Doolin,
--w
,
Charterittgat
dteM-Iver-ffelffffriwr-rfirrittlrfftff---‘e
'Mrs.
I. T., Is Visiting
P`011t SAI-One model C. Ford leotreerned It is expected more thee
street.
North Seventh
•••••
•
auto, guaranteed to te In excellent 260 owners will attend the nimting.
Miss Mettle Cooler, a member 01
Th. Fare: "How dar• you as, auLph terribi• Ithsp...41;•••t/
1101 bC
condition. Reason for selling sin go- I
hospital triartIng
the
Rivenside
Broadway.'
The Cabby: "tieret help a, madam, Vut if you was a real lady you wouldn't
ing to leave to•xn. Can be seen at
Canda Is now making serious drafts
echoes' for nuts", tee returned Iron
anderatand It,
Foreman Novelty Co,, $376 rti.
,for pour ,,n N“tgq ,1 •"•1 1,,
• eineation at Wickliffe.
i

ucht9Itillipsgeo.

A

IN THE COURTS

Kool Goods
4
HOT DAYS

White itien 5kirt8
$1.00

At Hart's

Ice Cream Freezers
Water Coolers
Refrigerators
Lawn Swings
Hammocks
Porch Swings
Gasoline Stoves
Blue Flame Coal Oil Stoves
Washing Machines
Sprinkling Hose
Lawn Sprinklers
Croquet Sets. Vine Trellis

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.

•

IMPORTED PHONOGRAPH

$3.75

Clear and Sweet as the
Human Voice

If you have the
faculty for quick
action, here's a
chance to pick up
an $18 suit for
$14.40.

Only forty-two
suits in the lot.

No goods will
be charged in this
sale.

INO4W-&-ARKVARIETY STORE
319

o:.1

1

re.r -sa'

e.

V IL. ..d.1

et.
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

PUp_IFIES MECHANICSBURG
.THE'BLOOD STREET CAR LINE

Don't Forget

TIalta Ala JULY 10.

60 MILES AN HOUR
ON OCEAN'S BOSOM A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone lie Keeps

There is no other part of our physical
system upon which so much
depends as upon the blood. The
muscles, nerves, bones, sinews, skin, and
other portions of the body are sustained
, developed and enabled to perform
their different duties, because
they are supplied with nourishment
and Route Proposed Submitted to
healthful properties through the
Remarkable Invention of Incirculation. In various ways the blood
becomes contaminated and polluted.
A sluggish, inactive condition of
Paducah people demand the best and we tneet the
Board
Alderme
of
n
the
ayetem, and torpid state of the avenues
genious New Englanders
of bodily waste, will leave the refuse
and waste matter of the body to
sour and form uric and other acids,
demands of the best people. •
which
are absorbed into the blood and
Rheumatism, or sonic itching, disfiguring
skin disease is the result. Muddy,
sallow complexions,eruptions, splotches, Toy Plato! Onidnante at Last introCreate. strength for aged, weak, Skines Along Surface of Water and
pitnples, etc., all show that some
humor has taken root in the circulation
dewed and sent on Its Way
run-down and debilitated persons
Avoids Resistance Ordinarily
and rendered it sour and unfit for
nourishing the body. There is scarcely
Rejoicing.
and strengthens weak lungs.
any disease whica cannot be traced
Encountered.
to the blood. Often the disease-t
ainaed
blood of parents is handed down
Vinol la a Cod Liver preparation
to children and their lives are a continual
battle against disea.se in sonic form,
—true—that's why it is valuable—
usually of a scrofulous nature. Rhette
matistn, Catarrh. Skin Diseases, Sores
and Ulcers, Contagious Blood Poison, MAYOR TO MOSE CLUB ROOMS but it contain• no oil and i•
"01•1111111=1111••
etc., are all deep-seated blood troubles,
DESCRIPTION OF THE BOAT.
delicious in warm weather.
and until this vital fluid is purified
they cannot he cured. For all blood
M.
en:PHERSON, Druggist.
diseases Sa S. S. is the best remedy
ever
put upon the market. This great
medicine is made of roots, herbs and barks
of recognized blood -purifying and
First etspe were taken in the street
building-up properties. It goes dovra
was taken out of the hands of
into
the circulation and removes all
New York, July 1&—Sixty miles
poisons, impurities and humors, supplies board of councilmen last night tot the special
the blood with the healthful propertie
committee and referred an hour at sea—the mile-a-minute
s it needs and completely cures blood the extension of the street car ser- to
the joint street committee.* The craft is here.
diseases of every kind. S. S. S.
Now located at
cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula, vice into Mechanicsburg. Councilman
matter has been threshed out and
Skin Diseased Sores and Ulcers,
New York to Liverpool in thirty
Contagious Blood Poison, etc., because
R.
J.
Wilson
brought
in
a
petition
the street committee will reach a de- hours.
it
purifies the blood. Book on the blood
with 55 names signed, asking that
atel medical advice free.
These are the amazing claims made
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. the council offer foesale a franchise cision to report back.
Liquor Licenses,
by engineering experts for what is
We are ready for all kinds ef hauling.
for a street car in Mechanicsburg.
The following retail liquor licens- declared by them to
be the most stuThe course for the car is: "On Fares were granted: L. L. Nelson, 401 pendous invention in the
NOT "HIM MASTER'S VOICE."
sembled much, in character and gut- ley street where the
annals
same wou:d be South Third street; B`ederman Disspeed—a boat or gliding craft, bu
tural emphasis, that of my friend Intersected by Fifth
street if extend- tilling clompanv, 115-117 South SecSays Dog, Gift of German Friend, Leya.
perfected and set afloat by Peter Coop
ed; thence along Farley street to ond
street; R. L. Feather & com- en Hewitt,
Heard Favorite Song.
"Mr. Berliner presented me with Clements street; thence
along Clem -I pany, 103 South Second street; IseThis new craft, aptly designated
one of the plates. One evening Mrs. tots street in a westerly direction
te, man Bros., 227 South Second street,
"gliding," does not cut the water,
Washington, D. C.,--The origin of Wolf, to amuse some visitors, started Powell street; thence over and
along Griffin & Wilson, 109 Broadway,
as de other vessels, but actually flies
Master's Volved a popular pee- up the ma -blue, and among other Powell street to the city limits.
Also Thomas Boyle applied for a license
toe adopted by one of the talking ma- plates she inserted this piece of Eke. the right to construct a turn
or Skims over and clear of the surCapital ......
out t 900 North Eight street, which is
$230,000.00
chine companies, is told by Simon rich's. Nero, who was lying in the from the present right of way
face
With only his rough model,
on J. D. Overstreet's old stand.
Surplus and undivided profits
The
100,000.00
Wolf, of this city.
extreme part of the room, the mo- Broad street to the property line on
matter was referred to the license Mr. Hewitt has glided at the high
Stockholders liability
2180,000.00
"Edward F. Leyh, a laitimore ment he heard that. voice, jumped up the. north side thereof so that lint
speed
thirty-eig
of
ht
miles
an
hour
on
committee for investigation.
newspaper man, owned a la :A Dane and poked his nose right into the when constructed may connect. with
Long Island Sound.
A deed was ordered given to JosTotal
known as Nero," said Mr. Wolf. "He Instrument, thinking he heard Mr. Broad street car line." The work is eph
$5410,000.00
Expects a Higher Speed.
Mattison for a lot in Oak Grove
Total resources
to begin activeli within 12 months.
was a splendid specimen and univers- Leyh's voice.
411033,4513.28
Experts
tell him he has invented
cemetery, He is the only living heir
ally known in that city, lie was also
"A few days there after I told Mr. It was favorably received
DIRECTORS:
by the to the A. Mattison lot.
the mile-a-minute seagoing vessel.
known here, as upon Mr. Leyh's vielts Berliner of the incident, and he was board and it was referred to the orW. F. Bradshaw, of Bradehaw & Bradshawe Attorneys; J. A.
"I have rttained a speed of thirtyPaint was ordered purchased to be
the dog always accompanied him.
equally surprised and also pleased. dinance committed.
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
used on.the seats at leak Grove cent- eight miles an hoer with may rough
' "One day it became a serious ques- He communicated this fact to his
Telephone Franchise.
'etery.
model," said Mr. Hewitt today,' "unWholesale Drugs; H. A. ;Vetter, of B. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
tion whether leeyb would have to part people In Hanover, Germany, who
Mayor Yeiser read a letter from
The city solicitor was directed to der the necessary adverse. conditions
Supplies; C. F. Iticke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
with his wife, to whom he had been were manufacturing the machine, and the Home Telephone company,
re- inquire if Judge E. H. Puryear has,that always confront the early develMuecoe Barnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad. Water Co.
married thirty-three years. or with they adopted the device, whieh has lating to a conversation between the begun the work of revising the city l opment of an idea. 1
can build a lett
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
the dog, and with that humor charac- new become world famous. Of course, mayor and an official of the compa- ordinances,
or a 200 foot vessel that I will guarteristic of Leyh he told me that he the Hanover people thought it was a ny. If a franchise is offered for
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
sale
In the absence of President Lind-1 antee to go fifty miles an hour. I
canchided that it was too late to part small dog, and had no conception to operate a telephone system,
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.
it Bey, Councilman Lackey presided'believe that it will be possible to at,
with his wife, and therefore he would that it as a 'Bismarck doggee and would like to bid on it and release over
teat a speed of more than 109 miles
last night's meeting.
present the dog to Mrs. Wolf.
hence the. device is now seen in the Itself from the present franchise, proThe other absentees were Coun- an hour."
vided the new franchise offers more cilmen
"The dog came here, and each and shape of .4 small white dog."
Flournoy and Herzog.
Thel Like many other inventors who called him and told him that the dog
called.
every one of our family became tuteh
opportunities. What is wanted is a minutes of
the last meeting and call- have been successful with their ideas, was In danger. He dressed
hurattached to him, as did others who
Members of the Sharp family said
"May I tell you Mabel?" he asked reasonable franchise, and e the com- ed meeting were adopted with several Mr. Hewitt set out for one destinariedly and ran into the yard, he said.
bad the privilege of knowing him. at their second meeting, pretendin pany enclosed several copies of dif- minor changes.
that
three boys of the vicinity were
g
tion
and
arrived
at
another.
He, start- He hurried into the house again after
ferent telephone franchises, which
One day Mr. Berliner, inventor of a to be badly-smitten. "If you wish
•
to;
ed to build a flying machine and in- his revokfer. 'He couldn't find IL "out walking with the bulldog" au&
have been used in other _cities. The—
retiring esleehine. asked- NV da. Ette- but my -nameis
Gertrulea' -Chicavented a marvelous gliding craft. This He did flhd a clawhammer, and he ad that they passed the Sharp home
highest price mentioned for telerale an attorney of this city, who go Record-Herald.
A Horrible Fate,
glidine craft is scow-built, twenty- mated that he dealt the blow and three times. As they passed the
phones in the letter' is $43 for 4,000
has since joined the d majority, to
seven vteet over all, with a four and that it was not by any means a gen- second time Sharp's damm4ter told
talk for the machine so as to get a
It Is strenge how mfich quire at- subscribers. The franchise to be sold
one-half foot beam and carrying an tle one. ,
them that they shovel take care
which
the
aldermen
folklore
Gernean
rong—to wit: tractive a delusion eeems than the
killed, permitted
eight-cylinder gasoline motor.
business 'phones to be as high as
"And then the dog let loose?" was against causing a fight between the
eeruwelpet— •
ISPerides voi es re- real thing.
two dogs, and the fact that they
Built on Auto Plan.
$4. On motion of Mayor Yeiser the
asked.
A strong steel frame, Similar to that
passed a third, tinte thus tempting
request was referred to the joint
"He certainly did," said Sharp.
the dogs still further, was one of
of an automobile, extends over the
telephone committee and its repot::
And other witnesses agreed with the reasons stated by the judge for
sides of the shell and across either
will dse to a committedof the whole.
end, the cross sections of the frame him on this went, for they said that his decision in Sharp's favor.
Club Rooms.
.
being equidistant from the ends of the bulldog was unconscious.
Mayor Yetser spoke or a mattel
the craft. From each corner of the
which had been placed before Idrn b3
Hubbard, employed in North MeRedd—"I see' that man Finn has
frame there are dropped into the wa- ridlan street, filed the action against got an automobile." Greene—"And
Chief of Police Coains and asked fin
Inoere • 11 an ordinance drawn to prohibit it.
ter perpendicular .steel arms. These Sharp as the owner of the dog. He It was quite amusing to see bins the
Over some
arms extend eighteen inches below and some of his witnesses said that first week he had it." "how so?"
exist club rooms.
where a gdod supply of liquor is tathe bottom.
Sharp had struck the dog with the "Why, every time he'd blow his horn
ken up for SundreethTif particteer
To the arms are fastened steel hammer after the bulldog had re- he's stop and loek around. He used
friends of the sal onist may quench
planes, having a slant upward in leased the Sharp dog. Sharp denied td- peddle fish, you know!"-e-Yonkers
his thirst. Mayor Yelser said it. was
front of about one in eight. The this, as did several
witnesses he Statesman.
House wiring, electric plants installed.
unfair to saloonkeepers, who are trybottom submerged planes have two
Frayed
Fagin—I
always carry a club square feet of surface and those
ing to obey the law and the pracComplete machine shop.
tise should be stopped. The council When I'm lookite ter work.
above it are larger. The total supHunery Hawkins-drat ter?
directed the ordinance committee to
132424 N.Pourth St.
porting surface of the four principal
Phonies 757
Frayed
FagindIf
I
ever
ketch
up
bring in an ordinance to that effect.
phineh. therefore, is eight teruare feet.
will
it
I'll
beat
death.—Ph
it to
iludel- The motor ie set forward
Toy Pistol Ordinance.
and the sin1 shock was given the councilmen phisi Press.
gle screw turns just bark of the front
when Councilman Van Meter, of the
sets of planed On the other aide of
Better Die Young Than be Old.
ordinance committee, read the toy
the shell is a gasoline tank.
Old age %tied lore its menace if
pistol ordinance. Sale of high exploIW F. Paxton,
In operation the screw driving or
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
sives aad pistols are prohibited in the every cne coujd be assured that the pulling the craft forward forces
Preeident.
the
Oaabler.
Aseistent Citable-%
city, but on application to the mayor mateeial comforts of life would be slightly slanted planes
through the
a show using fireworks may secure afforded him. For there comes a
water and, on account of their slant,
permission. The fine. for tiolaiing the time when the struggle for existence the craft
is forced forward. The great
ordinance is from,$10 to $25. Ali no longer contains its reward in the
er the speed the higher the craft rises
the councilmen voted "aye" with the struggle. As the woad is constitutWhen it 'has reached a speed which
exception of Councilman Williamson. ed, as the official and builness world
Incors)or•t•e
forces the topmost vanes out pf the
hive
been constituted almost exclusCity Scales.
water or partly out, part of the supThe city scales are in a poor con- ively, it were better to die than ea be
porting surface Is lose and the %draft
Capital
•.• ••••.• •-••••••••
$100,000
dition and Mayor Yeiser read a let- old. , This was not true in mediaevai
settles lower, this principle constantMorphs*
•••••
ter from Barry & Henneberger, ask- times, %hen few men
••.. 50,000
were fortuly operating to maintain a perfect
MWckbolders liability
nate
ing
that
enough to escape danger to old
they be repaired. Many of
,700,000
•
the dealers refuse to weigh on them, age, and those who did were prized level for the shell at a given distance
above the surface of the water.
and
as they'are so old, Mayor Yelset in counsel like an oracle. With *et
Total or-entity to deponitore
V250,000
Glides Above Water.
d.ked
modern
that
day,
bent
the
so
question
on
doing,
so
of repairing
Accounts of IndIrlde els and firms solicited. We appreciate
At from twelve to sixteen miles an
them
heedless
or
advice,
buying
cf
of experience, so
new ones be referred
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
to the joint pubac improvement regardleta of the chimney corner, hour- the topmost planes leave the
eearteous treatment..
committee. The scales, which hereto- there has been no place left for old water; at thirty-five miles an hour
fore have paid all expenses incurred age; there are increasingly few that all the planets are driven upward out
around
the weighing lot and previ- find It; indeed, It is only astonishing of the water except the bottom ones
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
ously brought in a handsome profit, that the Oelerizing theory has made When gliding more than ten milecost, the city for the last six months so little headway in general prac- an hour the craft proper does d
$48.45.
tice when it prevails in business.— touch the water, but is carried above
OPEN SATURDAY NIORTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCL(X7R..
.
it. The effect is that of the shell
St.
Miscellaneous.
Paul Dispatch.
.
being shoved along on four flat shoes
Disbursements to the amount of
Third and Broadway
or sketes. There is space e between
$10,891 were allowed.
—Half of the time you donate each
Fire protection is needed on Guth- day listening to other people's trou- the top of the water and the bottom
of the craft, and as the principal
Alp rie avenue and some of the residents bles woule
yield money profits to you
are asking for It. Others do not want If teemed to reading and answering planes are below the trough of the
0
waved there- Is a gliding itistead of
the water mains eittended. Whether want ads.
a rocking or pitching motion.
the mains should be extend,ed was
The Hewitt craft can be 'steered
referred to the joint light and water
Patience— "She Is always trying
around the sharpest curves at high
committee.
imposdble things." Patrice— "What speed, and.
when this is done ,there Is
The ordinance giving hack owners
now
"Saw her trying to open a
permission to charge $5 for a runloss of equilibrium, but the stern
no
car
window
today."-- Yonkers
ere' or wedding instead of $2, the
skids, as do an automobile's rear
Statesman,
present price, resulted In a vote, e
wheels when driven fast oh a sharp
for the ordinance and 4 against it
curve,
The ordinance failed of passage.
.
flidinances.
CAN USE HAMMER ON , DULLDOG
Second pilotage was given the to lowing ordinnces:
Justice of the Peace Upholds Men's
Harris street.
between Seventh and Eighth streets,
Method of Resetting DIM Dog
graveling; Seventeenth street befrom righter.
For
Cure
tween Broadway and 13 street. In
-a.
Wheeler addition, graveling; surface
Indianapolis,
Ind., , July la.—
closets, requiring all exits to be
When beating with ordinary sticks
closed; Farley place, sIdewalks,curte
and clubs, a chastising with a 2x4
and gutters.
timber and a right i
1 v ely twist of
Flee passage was given for the
Arid
the tail would not Ind ce John Hubgraveling and grading of Broadway
For sweaty feet and
bard's bulldog to loos n the grip he
between Seventeenth and Nindeenth
held on John E. Shadies bird dog.
abnormal perspirastreets. When the city was extended
Sharp used a haminer,
tion on any part of
the old gravel road was used and thr
"And what is more," said Justice
street has never been graded.
This
the body.
Harry W. Holmes after he had heard
Bottled in Bond
Since concrete curbing has provall about the lidta slid how the dogs
reme.ly id not de;
ed unsatielectory the question of its
were parted, "I believe that Mr.
tempo.
a
for
signed
further use was referred to the board
Sharp would have had a perfect right
of public works.
rary relief, but is
to kill the bulldog d this had been
A depression en the brick street iti
netessery to save take bird dog's life."
absolutely guaranfront of Kircholts balerIedga,
WWI Chttira with orooli
Ronal
--teed-ew effeet.-46-64)-etin-das-Fia—
ta ed, wes referred to theto animals, and 'the justice of the
solute. cure.
board of pidale works for repairs,
posee found that!he was not guilty;
Residents of South Seventh street
that the hamtn
was an altogether
waitt it street light above Mathew:1:
proper itnpiemi • it under all the oir
street, and the matter was referred
tonstantelle.
menallMIINIMM
to the beadr of peels wore!,
Sharp said IP Was taking a bath
Store.
Drag
The question of extending Jdete, ,
at his home wheu his %done/der
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
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Summer Time

Electricity is appreciated more than at
any other time of the
year. The home is
made cooler by

This is the season when
whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.

REXALL

Early Times

Excessive Perspiration

Jack Beam
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Cooking Appliances, Elec-

Nine surnihers old, will meet
all--the---requirtments.- •
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t* of tlitnnteroni knocks, the while*
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retreatControl time Lines.
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ing footsteps. After itOtue minutes he
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Will cure any ordinary case of Keenoted waters and baths in America
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"It's too late to reply tonight, isn't
to
versatlon.
forward
He
looked
ley or bladder troeble. Removes
it?" he inquired.
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Evelyn looked serious and began by an exceedingly unpleasant interview,
ravel, cures Diabetes.
"Yea, sir. It coom'd after hours, but
Seminal
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guests.
when his lips would utter consoling
they'd paid t' porterage
Emissiuns. Weak and Lame Back, holdiug out a letter to him. He recogLunnon so C
No Mosquitoes. No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
words to which he must strive to impostmistress said yed mebbe like to
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a
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both so badly
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to your another"Fishing.
free Scarsdale."
interstate commerce commission ana
least.
men and women. Sold at 60 cents
"Have they dared to trouble you?"
Rates $7 Is $10 50 per week, $25 to $31.50 Sr seswill.Specie Rates to Fm its. Pa• rties see
Late that evening, when the pro- bureau of corporations
gradually ale
The road wound its way through
per box •Io the no cure no pay baste
"Oh, it is so sad. 'Your uncle is dytracted gloaming of the north was fast acquiring information as
Chileret Refuse Resat In, Rates it 9.40 over genets Central Railroad
the
value
to
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourth ing. They are wretchedly poor; an un- lines and heather, but ever upward. yielding to the shndows of a cloudy
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until
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to
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an
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And she
night, the big Man from the Orange a long way toward-ena
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu- foreseen collapse. See."
bling the derange of open mountain and the fame
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Of your pity, Miss Atheriey. ask your
up
at
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Fox
and
Hounds public road rates to capitalization.
price by Lark ,Medicine Co., Louis- affianced husband
to come to us and to disappeared wholly.
house, lie wanted Mr. Green.
One cf the Important questions
villa. Kr
Glimpses of the sea were caught
help us. I want nothing for myself, but
Anson's valet eame.
the mere sight of a few checks to pay where a precipitous valley tore a cleft
Can be Enjoyed in Sale Delight
that congress will have to decide al
on the STILL STEAMSHIP
"Your master says you are to bring the next
tradespeople, doctor and the rest will in the land. len
lofty
brow
a
session
ill
fiemt
willebe
the
methoa
soothe
Sir Philip's last hours. lie Is a
"Nay, madam, the day I married
F area-CiasiOnly-Passenger eervice Exclusively
Philip saw a solitary and half disman- his portmanteau to the Grange House that shall be employed to effect meproud
man,
end
I
know
be
Is
heartbroken
tonight. He intends remaining there. form
you I gave you the key to my heart". to think • he is dying a
ix. llnrIw,r Sprinin
I Threw medlar. wee-liky tiwtereou
and simultaneous valuation of
pauper among tled building.
. Duluth and
Faint*,u•
Idenkinisc Island.o.ininecting tor larriut.
"Yes, and then you went right off strangers.
•od Cansdirui Points.
"Is that the Grange House?" he in-. You must get the landlord to sit up railroads of the United States. This
'until
changed."Town
you return. It will take you an
and got the lock
Teo mailingn ert•rkly
So it ended as might be expected. quired.
question was agitated during the
te. Frenkfnrt.
hour and a half to drive both ways."
and Country.
Philip wired to Grange House, Scars. I• I, and sill
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"Why on earth did two old people.
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ken because the plan proposed had
He learned that a stable boy must
105. BEROLZHEINI, G. P. A. Manatee Steamship Co., Chicago, or
many crudities which it was fearea
Opportunity has a way of coming panied,. by his valet, he left King's one of them an invalid, seleet such a
R. F. CituaCei,0. P. A. Northern Michigan Trans. Co.. Chicapo.
crouch at their feet to bring the dogCross at,12 o'cloetk, but his parting lonely residence?"
would operate to the disadvantage et
to call just when a man has gone out
cart
It
was
back.
the property of th the
words to Evelyn were:
"That has been puzzling me for
interests most concerned. Atte'
looking for it.
Fox and Hounds proprietor.
"See Mr. Abiugdon after luncheon. days"
considering the matter for some tine
Very unwillingly the horse swung
dear, and tell him what I am doing.
"How !bug have they been here?"
the president announced that he wa,
I will return tomorrow; meanwhile I
"I cannot *ay. I was only ea lied in off again toward the moor. 'rhere was in favor of the principle of
valuation
little conversation. The delver - was
will keep you Wormed by telegraph four days ago."
and would commend it to congress Ito
taciturn,
the
Londoner
of my movements."
somewhat scarThey paseed a policeman patrolling
his next annual message.
After leaving the main line at York h1s country beat. The doctor gave lens ed by the dark loneliness.
In the
In the meantime, carrying out the
For months I had great, trouble withal:it stomach
At the Grange House they were met
and used all kinds of medicines. My tonne Pas there was a tiresome crawl to the an affable smile. The man saluted
president's
wishes,
the
interstatt
been actually aff green a*
• my breath b•rhle
by Philip Anson. He stood in the open
•bad odor. Twis weeks ago a friend recommended coast, broken by changes at junctions promptly, but looked after them with
commerce commission anti. bureau ot
Casc•rets and after using them I can willingly mad -wearying intervals spent in pacing a puzzled air, lie continued
to watch doorway. He held a handkerchief to corporations
cheerfully say that they bare entirely cured me. I
Accommodations for 500 guests. Rates ee.(k) per week and upwards.
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a
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of one under the stress of great
At last the train reached Scarsdale the Grange House.
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by
at twenty minutes to 7. A few pasAnson noticed that the track-It was agitation.
the commission during the Spokane.
eengent alighted. The place was eve a gate guarded bridle path now-That you, Green? Just give nay bag
Beg for
deuly a small village not given over to mounted steadily to the very threshold. to the driver and return to the village. and Harriman Investigations and in
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a
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a
rate.
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,A tall man with "doctor' writ large chile" lie said.
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co-operation of the bureau of corpeOtroached Philip.
The rock falls sheer-indeed, slopes in- days."
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"
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SOMO 4 lay, I suppose. it will fall Before he could reply his master turn- commission obtained a good idea ot
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ed, crossed a. room feebly lighted by a
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EGGS AND BUTTER
CONVEY DISEASE
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Commission Man Says They
should be Inspected
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lion Eggs Are Tested to .tscertatn
Whether They Are Sound or
Flecked.

Look at Your Supply of Printed Matter and
Let The Sun Job Office Figure on Your Needs

GOOD ONES ARE STORED AWAY.

Eggs and butter as two of the
most dangerous germ spreaders, have
jumped to the front in eastern cities,
and boards of health all over the
country are adopting stringent methods to lessen the evil effects from this
source.
"I have always contended," said
Mr. E. K. Bonds, of the Bonds et
Powell produce
and commission
house, "that eggs, and butter exposed to the atmosphere, should be more
rigidly Inspected by the city mi:k and
meat inspector, than meats or other
thing. he inspects. You see that open
pall of butter," Mr. Powell continued
pointing to one on market this morning. "It is exposed to every germ that
might be floating In the air, to every
germ that might be turned loose on
the air."
Eggs, according to Mr. Bonda, are
still more dangerous, because the
general public eats so many that are
unsound. Dealers on a large scale,
he says. ran tell the different grades
of eggs, and they separate them, according to their condition. The good
eggs they put in cold storage and the
moderately bad and rotten eggs they
sell immediately to the public.
To Test Eggs.
Strictly scientific methods
are
used in sorting the eggs aed Mr.
Bonds showed an egg handler, used
In his business to sort out the bad
eggs. It is made of tin, shaped like a
can, which fits over an electric light.
It is closed with the exception of a
hole the size of an egg on the side.
To examine eggs, the dealer turns on
this light in a dark room and holds
the eggs one by one before the hole.
Every, speck in any egg can be
seen with this x-ray kind cf instrument. If the egg is partly bad, It is
shown by the white and yellow running together or by lumps. Some
dealers take the ones that show up
perfectly clear and store them away
for the winter. The others in various
sitestages of rottenness, are placed on
the market. Any housekeeper can examine her eggs without trcuble
holding her eggs before a light In a
dark room. Good eggs show perfect- bought a good dozen in the first
PROSECUTION SUORES
ly transparent. In this viity she can place at 30 cents?"
able that through it the prosecution last night and as a result
railroad
tell what per cent, of eggs her growill win its fight for a change of traffic was partially
suspended
Entire
Venire
only
TORTURED FOR MONEY.
In Hargis Case is venue, for, although Judge Moody 'The
cer Is selling her, that are not
Rock Island road Is using the
Thr6wn Out By Judge.
worthless, but are undermining the
declined to grant the commonwealth Burlington tracks between
Omaha
health of those who eat them, or Buffalo Coachman Hits Tongue Split
change of venue, the list of eligible and Lincoln because a
washouts
KANSAS CITY PULPIT ACCEPTED FORMAL
foods made from them.
and Feet Shushed,
OPENING OF GRAND
Sandy Hook, Ky., July IC—Con- jurymen will probably be exhausted along the Platte river.
BY THE REV. JENKINS.
LODGE AT PHILADELPHIA.
testing every inch of legal ground, before a jury is secured and Judge
"Large consumers," said Mr. PowThe Missouri Pacific's Kansas City
Buffalo, N. Y., July 16.—Because
Attorney Floyd Byrd and Common.- Moody will have to send out of El- and Omaha line
ell. "get the most of these partly bad
washed out in a dozeggs. Of course, they are cheaper and he would not deliver to two burglars
wealth's Attorney John Waugh late liott county to secure a panel of en places In
southeast Nebraska and
the
keys
of
his
employers' house, Former Head
from an exterior view they are apthis afternoon won first blood in the venirernen to complete the jury. In no trains were
of Kentucky University Clam Bake and Sea Food Dinner
runnjilz.
at struggle to convict Judge James
parently sound. Here Is an article in Frank Smith, 45 years old, a coachHar- Elliott county there are not more
Operated Upon Tnice and
The Union Palfic washed eta on
Washingto
n Park IS Finn,
thy.trade paper, which says that the man in the employ of John Gehm, a
gis
on
than
the
charge
4,
04)eligible
of procuring the
jurymen, and more its Kansas-Nebraska line and trains
Cured.
Function.
New York board of health has found wholesale meat dealer, was tortured
assassination of Dr. B. D. Cox at than two-thirds of them are ineli- cannot run until tomorrow.
yesterday
morning and left for dead
that some of the largest food preJackson five years ago. Judge Moody gible at this time of the year.
The Barlingtan is ;cashed out on
parers, in the shape of rakes, pies by his assailants. Smith's tongue
decided that the prosecution was
many.branches.
and breads. use these bad eggs. They was slit with a knife and the soles of
right
and
Lexington, Ky., July 16.— Letthat the panel of venireRailroads Washed Out.
Philadelphia, July 16.— The forhave started a crusade against them his feet were slashed in a score of ters rece.ved here convey the
news ty-third grand lodge session of the men had not been selected as direcnOmaha, July 16.—Heavy rains, in
—The investor who does not
places until he became unconscious. that the Rev. Burris A. Jenkins, who
and the dealers who sold the eggs.
Elks formally opened here last night ed by the statutes. The effect of this many counties, aggregating eight the classified atig. Is
"opportunity"Should the Paduca.h
board or The men then threw Smith down the last September resigned the presiden- when the visitors were welcomed on decision is sweeping, and it is prob- Inches. fell over southern Nebraska
blind."
health look into this dangerous sale stairs, where he was found the next cy of Kentucky University, has en- behalf of the Elks'
reunion commitM unhealthful eggs and butter. trou- morning. One arrest was made to- tirely recovered from the poiii health tee. by Daniel J. Shear's.
NIM1111111111111111101110111111111fingegp
hie would be experienced and it lb day. Smith is in a critical condition. which caused his resignation and has
Yesterday aas given over to tb.
accepted the pastorate of Elmwood reception
dne to the public. If a dealer should
and entertainment of ti'.
be honest and offer only good eggs MAGILL TO COME PEACEFULLY. Christian church, one of the largest visitors, The principal
feature of the
and
wealthiest
for sale, his price naturally would
congregations of Kan- entertainment program was
a boat
sas
City, Mo. He enters on his duties excursion
be higher, and the man who sold Will Return to Chirsigo Without Refor the members or the
la September. The Rev. Jenkins' grand
the bad eggs cheaper, would get the
quisition Papers.
lodge and their ladies. The obbusiness. But It works this way. The
San Diego. Cal., July 16.—Acting trouble, thought to be rheumatic,was jective point was
Washington Park,
housekeeper will buy a dozen eggs On the belief that the attorneys for discovered to be an injury to the on the Delaware
river, where the 'AAbone,
which two cperatlons relieved. Rocs were
on market for 15 cents and when she Fred H. Magill and wife would start
We have just purchased another bankru
treated to a clam bake
pt in the south and, in order
begins using them, half will be bad. proceedings for the release of the
and sea food. dinner, For the other
to make room for this on-coming immense
So that in reality, the eggs cost her. prisoners, Chief of Police Moulton
HAS DUAL NATURE.
stock, we are, for the next
visitors music and other entertain30 cents a dozen Would she have went before Justice of the Peace
few days, going to make you some
ments were provided in the city
EXTR
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LOW PRICES that will
Thorp and made a complaint, charg- Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde Under Ar- parks. The University of Pennsylva
cause you to buy whether in need of goods
ing the pair with murder, based on ,
rest at Cairo.
nia, Girard college and other instior not, for room is what
ai the telegrams received from the shertutions' were open to the inspection
we are compelled to have.
iff of Dewitt county. Illinois. Magill
Cairo, Ill . July ,16.—A Dr. Jekyl of all those wearing the official badge
today telegraphed Sheriff Campbell. and a Mr. Ilyde in the person of Sam of the order.
of Dewitt county, Illinois, saying: Howard set fire to the home of Mrs.
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This time of the year .usually calls for a new stock of stationery
in every business house. Look over your supply and let us
make you estimates on everything you need.

Up-to-date ideas, the newest type faces, distinctive, different work,
promptness, reliability, are some of our traits.
We can make you an estimate on any size job. Phone 358 red,
• and a representative will call.

THE SUN JOB OFFICE
We make a specia
lty of the finest engraved, embossed and lithographed work.

L.
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